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Successful season boosts sales
by Craig Gilford
IHf BG HEWS

The success of the Falcon football team, at 4-2, has translated
into successful University clothing sales this semester.
"I think there's a direct correlation," said Teri Long, liaison
between the University bookstore and athletic department at
football games. "Everybody
wants to follow a winning team."
The University sold between
$10,000 and$l 1,000 worth of athletic clothing at the five home
football games last year said Paul
Krebs, athletic director. This year,
through three home games,
$16,000 thousand in athletic
apparel has been sold.

One of the main reasons for
such a rise in merchandise sales
has come from an increase in
attendance at the football games.
According to J.D. Campbell,
director of athletic communications, attendance is up by about
4,800 fans per game.
"We're very happy with the
interest the students have shown
in the team this year," he said.
For the first time this year, there
is a joint agreement between the
athletic
department
and
University bookstore, allowing
the two departments to split the
revenues from clothing sales at
games. This has allowed the
bookstore to offer promotions at
games, such as a raffle for a $250

Air strike
damages
Red
Cross

book scholarship at each game,
in order to encourage fan attendance.
Besides Falcon merchandise
sales being up at football games,
sales have also risen at the
University bookstore. However,
according to Long, it is not known
exactly how much the increase
has been.
The University is not the only
benefactor of the football team's
success. The off-campus bookstores have also seen BGSU
apparel move off the shelves
quickly.
According to Kent Kokomoor,
manager at BeeGee Bookstore, he
has noticed about a 15 percent
increase in University clothing

sales.
"Around Thursday and Friday
(business) really starts picking up
for the game during the weekend," he said.
Having more people come into
the bookstore to buy clothing for
the football games has led to
increases in sales in other areas
Kokomoor said.
"Since they're already in here,
they might start wandering
around and pick up a supply or
poster," he said.
While the success of the football team has had a great deal to
do with the rise in University
merchandise sales, Krebs said
SUES. PAGE 3
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KABUL, Afghanistan — U.S.
strikes set Red Cross warehouses
afire near Afghanistan's capital
yesterday, sending workers
scrambling to salvage desperately needed relief goods during a
bombardment that could be
heard 30 miles away.
To the south, a U.S. special
forces gunship entered the air
war for the first time, raking the
Taliban stronghold of Kandahar
with cannon and heavy machine
gun fire in a pre-dawn raid.
Heavy,
round-the-clock
attacks and the first use of the
lumbering, low-flying AC-130
gunship signaled U.S. confidence that 10 days of attacks by
cruise missiles and high-flying
jets have crippled the air defenses of the Taliban, the Muslim
militia that rules most of
Afghanistan.
Yesterday's strikes were mostly
against military installations and
airports
around
Kabul,
Kandahar and the northern city
of Mazar-e-Sharif, on which the
Afghan opposition claims its
forces are closing in.
Afternoon raids in the Kabul
area were so strong that the detonations could be heard 30 miles
north of the city, where Taliban
forces are battling Afghan fighters for the opposition northern
alliance.
During the afternoon raids, at
least one bomb exploded in the
compound of the International
Committee of the Red Cross at

CDrisSdiootwBGNews

AT THE NET: Falcon volleyball players Natalie Becker (left) and Caty Rommeck go up to block a shot at the net during BG's victory over
IPFW last night at Anderson Arena. Brief on page 7.

Graduation, learning fairs on campus this week
by Jasmine Forrester
THE BG NEWS

Students who want to gain a
grasp of their studies or get more
information about what they
can do after they graduate can
attend the Learning Fair and the
Graduate and Professional
School Fair this week.
The
Graduate
and
Professional School Fair will be
held today in 101 Olscamp Hall
from 6 to 9 p.m. The Learning
Fair will be held in Olscamp
tomorrow from 10:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m.
The
Graduate
and
Professional School Fair is
designed for anyone who is looking into attending eraduate

News

Anthrax
fears rise
around
world
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FALCON APPAREL University clothing line the walls at SBX. The
winning record of the football team has led to an increase of sales.

school. Seniors, juniors and anyone with a bachelor's degree are
encouraged to attend.
Director of Grad Step Barbara
Peck said she felt any student
interested in attending a graduate school or just having questions regarding such a step
should attend.
"We sent out information to
classified staff members, juniors
and seniors informing them
about the fair," Peck said.
Not only will students be able
to ask questions and talk to individuals involved in graduate
studies, they will be able to discuss with many colleges and
universities representatives present. Ball State University,

Indiana
State
University,
Defiance College and The
Medical College of Ohio are
some of the schools involved in
the fair.
Tomorrow the Learning Fair
will feature a series of presentations by University faculty, staff
and students concerning topics
such as how to master study
skills and how to succeed in specific courses.
This is the third year the
University is organizing the
Learning Fair.
"We had a nice turnout the
first year, a great turnout last year
and have increased the number
of opportunities offered this
vear." said lovce Blinn. assistant

"We had a nice turnout the first year, a
great turnout last year and have increased
the number of opportunities offered this
year."
JOYCE BLINN, DIRECTOR OF STUDY SKILLS LAB

director of the Study Skills Lab.
Some of the topics offered to
students at the fair are:
• How to succeed in Chemistry
• How to succeed in Biology
• How to succeed in Math
• Time Management
• Multiple Choice tests
•APA system
A special workshop will be
held at 2:30 pm. in 104 Olscamp.

It will consist of a forum created
by University students sharing
their study survival techniques.
"It is an excellent way for students to learn skills for this
semester, to apply next semester
and in the future," Blinn said.
The Learning Fair is open to
any student, but attendance is
limited to 25 seats for each session.

JERUSALEM — Israeli newspaper workers find an envelope
filled with white powder and a
note reading, "Regards from
Afghanistan."
In
Canada,
anthrax jitters empty buildings
nationwide. In South Korea,
postal workers handling international letters begin wearing gas
masks and gloves.
No anthrax attacks have been
confirmed outside the United
States, but dozens of scares and
multiple hoaxes have spread
anthrax anxiety around the
globe at the speed of mail.
Men in moon suits have been
called into action on several continents, overdressed it turned
out, for what have so far been
false alarms.
Governments are taking the
threats seriously, but face the
contradictory task of trying to
raise
awareness
without
promptinga flood of calls from a
panicked public.
In London yesterday, 12 people were taken to the hospital as
a precaution after a suspect
package was delivered to the
London Stock Exchange.
City police said none of the
people showed any ill effects,
and that the stock exchange had
not been evacuated. They would
not say whether the people
taken to the hospital were being
tested for exposure to anthrax.
Postal workers are on high
alert. Airlines are checking luggage and handbags ever more
closely.
Health ministries are stocking
up on antibiotics that effectively
treat anthrax, a potentially lethal
bacteria that sometimes infects
livestock and can also be manufactured in the lab.
Italy's Health Ministry set up a
hotline Monday, but appealed
for people to use it responsibly
after receiving 520 calls the first
day, mostly from citizens afraid
of anthrax or smallpox.
In Israel, a country that has
endured scores of bombings in
the past year, citizens have been
conditioned to be on the lookout
for potential threats. Police
receive hundreds of calls each
day from citizens who think
they've seen a suspicious package.
On Tuesday, workers at Maariv
newspapers opened an envelope with an unidentified white
powder and the Hebrew-language note, "Regards from
ANTHRAX PAfiF 1
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Reserves leave families to train
by Dylan I. Lovan
1HE 1SSOCIAIED PRESS

POUT KNOX Ky. — lust a week
ago, Sgi. Rodney Burch was
inspecEing mines for the state in
eastern Kentucky. Yesterday, he
was inspecting people.
Recently called lo active duty.
Burch and other National Guard
members of ihc 149th Infantry
Battalion were training at Port
Knox to learn how to set up
checkpoints and do searches, as
they prepared to protect the U.S.
On its own turf.
But as the soldiers left home
ciilici this month to fulfill their
missions, hundreds of families
around Kentucky were left
behind.
|J. Lawrence Carta didn't have

to travel far when he was called
up for (raining. The native of
Russell Springs works in the
recruiting office at Port Knox
But he said the prospect of
leaving his family to serve in
another part of the country leaves
him a little apprehensive.
"I'm happy, but I'm also nervous and scared all at the same
time." Carta said. He was training
with a platoon from the 149th at
Fort Knox's urban warfare site, a
mock town that includes a
schoolhouse, a church and giant
water tower.
The troops were learning how
to set up checkpoints, handle
unruly protesters and guard
army posts. The 148th Infantry
Battalion from Ohio was also

training yesterday.
Since the terrorist attacks on
New York and Washington on
Sept. 11, President Bush has
called up thousands of reserves
and National Guard members to
provide security in the country's
own backyard.
"Being a citizen has changed
for us because now you are a soldier for the United States," said
Capt. Andy Anderson, a member
of the 148th and a teacher from
Cincinnati, lie said his being
called to active duty was hardest
on his eldest son.
" It's roughest on my 5-year-old.
who's just coming, to the age of
understanding," Anderson said.
"But I've got a job to do and that's
what I tell him."

National Guard members from
both battalions were being
trained by full-time soldiers, who
are putting them through roundthe-clock drills.
Training periods take anywhere from a week to a month,
and it differs depending what the
soldier's mission will be, said )ohn
Rickey, a spokesman for Fort
Knox Rickey said that soldiers
interviewed on the post yesterday
were not allowed to say to what
pan of the country they may be
assigned.
Lt. Clay Grant had just quit his
job and was preparing to move to
Florida from Harlan County
when he was called up. He said
he's noticed that many of his colleagues, who are married, were

saddened when they had to leave
families behind. Grant isn't married.
"It's a lot easier not having a
family when this happens," Grant
said.
Burch, the state mining inspector, said the tricky part of providing security on U.S. soil is subduing violent citizens while recognizing that they're Americans,
too.
"We're not here to hurt
American citizens, we're here to
defend them," he said.
He said part of his training
included dealing with a group of
angry protesters who gave him a
surprise late Monday night. The

Firefighters speak to Senate
by Malia Rulon
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON
—
Communication between local
and federal emergency agencies
needs to be improved and the
government needs to continue
monitoring the health of rescue
workers who responded to the
terrorist attacks, Ohio firelighters
told a Senate committee yesterday.
Firefighter Michael Kinney of
Dayton and paramedic Robert
Hessinger of Kcttering testified
before the Senate Committee on
Environmental and Public Works
on what it was like to respond to
the Sept. 11 attacks on the World
Trade Center.
The panel is trying (o glean
what lessons i( can from (he
Federal
Emergency
Management Agency's response
to better prepare for future relief
efforts.
Kinney said talk between
squads and wirh other teams was
difficult as the search for sur-

vivors progressed because of the
size of the disaster area.
"We were really unable to
communicate back and forth."
he said.
Hessinger said he and 71 oilier
Ohio emergency workers arrived
at the site less than 24 hours after
(he World Trade Center (owers
collapsed.
"None of (he (earn members
were ready for (he magnitude ol
the destruction and size of the
collapse," Hessinger said. "Three
(housand workers
looked
insignificant (o (he mass of rubble."
Kinney and Hessinger are
members of (he Miami Valley
Urban Search and Rescue Task
Force, which is based a( WrightPaderson Air Force Base in
Dayton, lt was one of eight specially trained FEMA task forces
called to New York City for the
first week of around-the-clock
search and recovery efforts. It
was the team's first out-of-sta(e
deployment

Aflci the Ohio task force
relumed home, five members
came down with phenomena,
Hessinger said. The respiratory
problems workers brought home
with them illustrate (he need (o
moni(or workers' health well
after their service is done, he said.
In addition to that, Kinney said
medical workeis on the disaster
site should assist the emergency
team members as well as the victims.
"At no time were we checked
for anything." he said.
Hessinger, who is the Ohio task
force's logistics chief, described
how (he (cam rigged a rope lowering system (hrough a small
opening in a collapsed stairwell
to search a mechanical room
four floors down.
"At this point, optimism within
the team ran high." he said.
But (he rubble was too unstable and other air pockets couldn't
be accessed. It was the first of
several disappointments the

team suffered as other searches
(umed up "parking levels with
thigh-deep,
contaminated
waters," but no survivors,
Hessinger said.
The squad includes firefighters
and paramedics from 33 Ohio
departments. 1( is one of 28 such
(earns coordinated by FEMA.
FEMA Direclor loe Allbaugh
(old (he committee the agency is
conducting a state-by-state
assessment lo make sure every
part of (he country is ready to
respond in an emergency.
Sen. George Voinovich said he
was "emotionally touched" by
yesterday's testimony and would
do whatever he could to make
sure FEMA is prepared for future
disasters.
"The men and women of
FEMA have done an outstanding
job in the immediate response to
these attacks," said Voinovich, ROhio. "They are the true heroes
and our nation owes Ehem a deb(
of gratitude."

fake demonstrators, who were
soldiers in street clothes, suddenly charged a barricade and drew
plastic guns.
"We're training them for the
worst case scenario, so they'll be
prepared for anything" said Maj.
Dan Middleton, who was overseeing a checkpoint training site
on Tuesday.
Middleton said similar (raining
occurred here during the U.S.
operations in Bosnia, though this
time around, the conflict is closer
tO 11< illn■

"It's very difficult to have to do
this in our own society,"
MiddleEon said. "We're having lo
adjust to this ourselves."
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Anthrax scares swamp state and local officials; no cases yet in Ohio
IHC ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND—The fire chief in Hamilton Township says he can
tell when the mail has been delivered in his area, because the
switchboard begins to light up with calls from residents concerned
about anthrax.
Across the state, emergency response agencies are scrambling to
the scene of dozens of anthrax scares, though Ohio has not yet had
a confirmed case of anthrax.
"We're doing a lot of emergency runs," said Hamilton Township
Fire Chief lerry Lupfer. "My little department here had three yesterday," in an area of only 10.000 people.
"The smaller communities are overwhelmed," said Joseph
Edwards, director of Emergency Management in rural Morrow
County. "We're having a meeting with the sheriff's office to develop
a protocol, so we're all on the same piece of paper" regarding how to
handle (he rash of alarms being called in by the public.
Local agencies around the state sent the Ohio Departmem of
Health 80 suspect samples for testing on Monday alone, bringing
the total number of samples submitted since Oct. 8 to over 150,
according to ODH spokesman Mari-jean Siehl.
"We expect to be over 200 by tomorrow (Wednesday)," Siehl said.
"We have pulled some of the lab staff from other things to help with
the overload of testing. We are running close to a 24 hour operation
here."

Make AH lifTerence
October 27, 2001

"A National Day of Doing Good."

SATURDAY
OCTOBER 27, 2001
9am-2:30pm
meet in 101 Olscamp
Activities will include

• painting a mural
• potato sacking
• helping stock a food pantry
• visiting nursing homes
• and much more

^.„-

FREE FOOD! - BRING FRIENDS!
Sign up by Friday, October 19,h
in 204 South Hall
•Contact Campus Involvement:
Peter Lafferty 372-2343
OR

pwlaffe@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Brought to you by the Make a Difference Day
planning committee and the Office of Campus Involvement.
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has helped spark interest in athletic
clothing.
"We're going to continue to aggressively sell name brand products fans are
interested in," he said.
Although the rise in merchandise sales
is unusual during football season, it is
not unusual during other times of the
year.

SALES, FROM PAGE 1
other factors have helped almost as
much.

This year, for the first time, the
University has athletic apparel made by
companies such as Adidas, New Era and
The Game. Krebs said having name
brand companies creating the apparel

ANTHRAX, FROM PAGE 1

Afghanistan." They suspected a
prank and called several colleagues they thought might be
behind it, but none took responsibility.
The workers then called police
who told them to stay inside and
close the windows. Hazardous
materials workers rushed to the
scene. Police ruled it a prank and
said they may open a case
against the Maariv worker
allegedly responsible.
During the 1991 Gulf War,
Israelis were issued with gas
masks and an antidote against
nerve gas.
Thirty-nine Iraqi missiles
struck Israel but none carried
chemical or biological weapons.
In recent weeks, hundreds of
thousands of Israelis have gone
to government centers to pick up
gas masks once again.
In Canada, several buildings
across the country were evacuated Monday, and parts of
Parliament Hill in the capital

Ottawa were closed off.
Health official Dr. Robert
Cushman said there were two
incidents on Parliament Hill,
including one in which an office
secretary developed a rash after
opening mail. But tests turned
up no traces of anthrax, he
added.
The anthrax scare began in
Florida on Oct. 4, when it was
confirmed that a newspaper editor had contracted the inhaled
form of the bacteria. He later
died, the first such death in the
United States since 1976.
Since then a female employee
of the NBC network in New York
was infected by a letter carrying
the disease, and on Monday, an
ABC News producer's infant son
was diagnosed with anthrax. A
letter sent to Senate Majority
Leader Tom Daschle also tested
positive for the bacteria
Europe has seen a rash of suspected anthrax cases. But checks
of suspicious mail in Britain,

University clothing has sold well during basketball season the last two years,
in correlation with the success of the
men's basketball team.
"Last year, during football season,
sales were down," Kokomoor said.
"During those months of basketball season it picked up; carried over from the
season before."

France, Sweden and Yugoslavia
all proved negative.
In Germany, the government
said Tuesday that tests on a white
powder found in the mailroom
at German Chancellor Gerhard
Schroeder's offices had found no
trace of anthrax or any other
dangerous substance.
In South Korea, postal workers
are not only wearing protective
gear, but are also checking
incoming mail with metal detectors and X-ray machines, the
Information and Communication Ministry said.
The government has also allocated the equivalent of $53 million to fund an anti-bioterrorism
task force.
Meanwhile, the World Health
Organization in Geneva warned
against the overuse of antibiotics
by people fearful of contracting
anthrax, saying it could produce
in in eatable forms of the disease.

Kokomoor said that the only difference between this year and last year will
be that instead of sales increasing when
basketball season hits, they will remain
steady this year.
"If anything I would expect a bit of an
increase," he said. "Especially if the basketball team has the season I expect
them to have."

AFGHANISTAN, FROM PAGE1

two of the seven buildings on
fire.
Afghan staffers ran through
thick smoke and flames to try to
salvage blankets, tents and plastic tarps meant to help Afghans
through the winter. The other
warehouse, which was also
damaged by fire, contained
wheat, Red Cross workers said.
"There are huge needs for the
civilian population, and definitely it will hamper our operations,"
Robert Monin, head of the
International
Red
Cross'
Afghanistan delegation, said in
Islamabad, Pakistan.
The damaged Red Cross complex had been clearly marked
with two red crosses, Monin
said. Likely targets for airstrikes
surrounded it, however, four
Taliban military bases and transport and fuel depots are in the
area.
In other developments:
• Secretary of State Colin
Powell visited India and key ally

According to Kokomoor, who was a
student at the University in the late 70"s,
said fan spirit was just as high or higher
then for the hockey team, which had
recently won a national title.
"Back then, the Ice Arena was always
packed," he said. "If any team is doing
good it starts a spark in interest"

Pakistan. Pakistan President
Pervez Musharraf said his country will cooperate with U.S.-led
military efTons for as long as the
operation lasts Musharraf and
Powell agreed a new Afghan government could include some
moderate members of the
Taliban.
• Russia's first aid shipment
arrived in Afghanistan's opposition-controlled north and the
U.N. World Food Program said it
expects the Uzbek government
to open a vital supply route for
aid into Afghanistan.
• Four American C-17 cargo
planes dropped 70,000 packets
of food over Afghanistan
overnight, bringing the total
number o: packets containing
barley stew, rice, shortbread
cookies and peanut butter delivered to 350,000.
The damage to the Red Cross
buildings was the second incident in which U.S. jets apparently struck offices of an international agency. Last week, four

Afghans were killed when a missile went astray and hit the
offices of a U.N.-funded mine
clearing company.
In Washington, White House
spokesman Ari Fleischer said the
Pentagon was trying to confirm
yesterday's incident and determine whose weapons were
involved. He raised the possibility that anti-aircraft fire from the
ground could have been responsible.
The Taliban, however, are not
known to have fired surface-toair missiles in Kabul since the
first nights of the air campaign,
which began Oct. 7.
Taliban officials said 13 people
were killed in attacks Tuesday in
Kandahar and two others in
Mazar-e-Sharif. In Kabul, residents of the area around the
ICRC compound said Taliban
soldiers were no longer sleeping
In tin ir barracks but had moved
into tnosques to avoid attacks.
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TAKE A REAL RCMD TWP1

College of Musical Arts
School of Art
Department of English

Serieus

-2-2.1*4 Annual
Now Mncir %

Choose from over 170 colleges in the U.S.
NO out-of-state feesl
Credit transfers! Make new friends!
Experience a HBCU!

Take special classes! Explore!

Discounts

Art Foctiual

Univ. of Hawaii! Univ. of Puerto Ricol
Howard Univ.! 6rambling State Univ.!

Special Guest Composer:

William Bolcom •

ter

)

Special Guest Artist:

Gregory Barsamian
Special Guest Filmmaker:

Students

Julia Lesage
Special Guest Performers:

Peter Sparling Dance Company
part of the BGSU Festival Series (charged event)
looting Green Slate University
MACCM: (419) 372-2685 • Fine Arts Center Galleries: (419) 372-8526
Moore Center Box Office: (419) 372-8171; (800) 589-2224
_
http://www.bo.su.edu/coUeg.es/rriujic/MACCM/
*

www.counciltravel.com
1-800-2COUNCIL

M«ltM»l«Mli>*

THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE INFO SESSION
Thursday, October 18' ot 8 00pm. BA117
For more details, call the NSE program at 2-2501 or 2-2454.

NOW AT ELDER-BEERMAN

CUNIQUE BONUS GIF!
JUST BUY ANYTHING CUNIQUE FOR 17.50
OR MORE AND GET THIS 8-PIECE GIFT
QnMt skin specialist*. makeup must-haves and mom are yours with the Clmique Bonus Gift
Your gitl includes: Anti-Gravity Firming Eye Lift Cream, Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion,
High Impact Eye Shadow m South Beach. Long Last Soft Shine Lipstick in Glow Bronze,
Liquid Lipstick with SPF 15 in Plushy. Stop Signs Hand Repair.
PLUS a notepad key chain and a cosmetics bag

One o*l per customer.
■Ml supptss km.

Bonus Plus:
With your Cltnique purchase ot $35
or more, get a limited edition
matching travel bag

SHOP

BY

PHONE!

1-800-BEERMAN. 1-800-233-7626,
Dayton call 224-1000

WHAT YOU WANT
FOR THE ELDER-BEERMAN STORE NEAREST YOU OR TO SHOP BY PHONE. CALL 1-800-BEERMAN (1-800-233-7626) • OR visit us on the Internal O imyweWerbeerman com
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QUOTE UNQUOTE
/ /

OPINION

Given tlie sort of business we aw in,
usually when you get a call that early in
the morning, it's something disastrous. • «
— United Nations Secretary-General Kofi
Annan, on how he heard that he and the organization had been awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.

A forum ot views and ideas

OUR TAKE
MAJORITY OPINIONS OF THE BG NEWS EDITORIAL BOARD

Daze of our lives
The thought actually crossed
my mind to stop accepting
"Letters to the Editor" through
the mail.
Then it hit me, I can't be
afraid of what's in the envelopes,
in the mail or in the perfume
section of my roommate's
Cosmopolitan.
Fears like this have abounded
through our newsroom, campus, city, state and nation. Trie
fear of meeting an untimely end
thanks to mail contaminated
with anthrax, a bacteria that can

be lethal. After cases on capital
hill and at major New York City
news outlets, we're all wondering what's next.
It's one thing to be cautious
about what you're exposed to
but it's a completely different
thing to begin building a personal nuclear bomb/noxious
gasscs/poisonious bacteria shelter in your back yard.
There's no reason to be holed
up in your apartment with a gas
mask and a bottle of extrastrength Cipro watching the

news and counting down the
minutes until your forthcoming
death.
Go out, enjoy your life, but
never let your guard down. Pay
attention to the inside of the
envelopes as you open your
Verizon bill. If something white
and powdery falls out of it, put it
in an airtight container (and yes,
ruining you mom's Tupperware
is acceptable in this case.
Live you life as you normally
would but always keep in mind
our altered reality.

Are we screwing the arts?
TERESA
MILBRODT
Opinion Columnist
This column is part one of a
three part series discussing arts
and lite lack thereof on campus.
There's a saying that
American college students only
care about the three S's — suds,
sex. and sports. My column is
for those of you who are also
interested in Seurat,
Shakespeare, and Strauss.
This premier learning institution rereiulyspemSl.l million
to purchase and install stadium
lights. The size of this expenditure made me wonder how
much the University is spending
on sports versus how much we
spend to bring famous poets,
writers, musicians and artists to
campus. What fraction of $ 1.1
million funds our campus reading series, gallery shows, and
musical and theater performances?
Of course, the sums of money
we spend on sports aren't limited to stadium lights (and electrical bills for those lights). During
the past 11 years, the budget for
intercollegiate athletics has
nearly doubled from $5.7 million in 1992 to a proposed $10.4
million for 2001-2002. Of this
$10.4 million, over 60 percent
($6.4 million) is student general
fees (In sad contrast, gate
receipts and concessions from
these sporting events are
expected to be about $1.9 million, only 18 percent of the

money needed to fund these
activities).
Students will pay about $14.7
million dollars in general fees
this year, $11.3 million of that
earmarked for student services
and programs. This semester's
breakdown works out as follows
— of the $464 you paid in general fees, $357 is going to student
services and special programs.
Of that money, $204 is budgeted
towards intercollegiate athletics,
$66 to other sports programs,
and $57 to the health center (the
next highest recipient of services
and programming money after
sports). Notice that while 75
percent of services and programming moneys fund sports,
not one penny of our general
fees is budgeted to fund cultural
activities or arts programming.
Apparently the administration
hasn't considered the fact that
student fees are for special services and programs for all students, and some of us would
much rather attended the
gallery show, Prout Chapel reading, or theater or musical performance, rather than a football
game.
The sad fact is that, although
departments such as the College
of Musical Arts, the Creative
Writing Program, and School of
Art are expected to fund all arts
activities, their budgets are not
in the least bit adequate. For
example, Ellen Dalton, who is in
charge of finances for the
College of Musical Arts, says the
college's operating budget doesn't cover the amount needed to
pay for bands and concerts, and
extra funds must be continually
raised through alumni groups

and supporters. Currently the
University bands, orchestra
choral groups, and two yearly
opera productions have a combined budget of $55,000. or
5percent of the cost of the new
stadium lights.
Jacqui Nathan, who is in
charge of the galleries in the
School of Art, has a yearly
gallery operating budget of
$19,167,or 1.7 percent of the
cost of new stadium lights. The
remainder of the money needed
to operate the galleries must be
obtained from gran's and other
sources of outside funding Nina
Rosenfeld, the Graduate
Assistant to the Director of the
Creative Writing Program, says
that she received only $4,000
with which to bring in guest
authors for this year's reading
series. Very happily, the English
Department and literary magazine Mid-American Review also
donated some money to the
series, funds that were very
gratefully received.
Of course a love for sports and
a love for the arts are not mutually exclusive. I'm sure some students want to play sports, go to
sporting events, and attend arts
programs as well. I do not disagree that sports are a wonderful learning experience for those
who like to play them, but what
about those of us who would
rather have that $270 of our
general fee money pay for more
diverse forms of student programming? Stay tuned, arts
lovers. There's more to come.
Teresa canoe reached at
tenian&tgnet.hgstt.edu
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PEOPLE:
FILL-IN-THE-BLAM
Bowling Green weather

Since Sept. 11, a great
amount of attention has
been focused on the airline
industry and, naturally, many
people are hesitant to fly right
now. In reality, right now is
the safest time to fly, with the
increase in security.
Being a self-proclaimed
"Airline Brat" (my dad is a
manager with a major airline), 1 am without a doubt in
the top rank of most frequent
flyers for my age group.
Airplanes are and always have
been the safest form of transportation.
Over Fall Break, I went to
work with my Dad to take a
look at the new airport security procedures since the
events of a little over a month
ago. Now, I'm trying to veer
away from this topic, but I
know there are people out
there who are hesitant to fly
right now, and I'm hoping
that after reading about my
airport security experience,
they will reconsider their
trepidation.
As with many other tragic
events, the news media,
Hollywood, and other media
have been considering reasonable ways in which a terrorist could conceive some
good ideas. Hollywood producers that have been

involved in the making of
movies with a terrorism
theme have been enlisted by
the FBI to script various scenarios as to what the next terrorist attack might be. But I
digress. If a TV news anchor
shows up at an airport security checkpoint with a camera
crew, they will no doubt be
asked to leave. The reason
behind this is if a terrorist is
sitting at home watching TV,
they can easily see the procedures they will undergo while
clearing security, and ultimately Find ways around
them.
For the girls out there, right
now is a really great time to
fly. Why, you ask? Well, I know
for a fact a majority of girls
(including myself) love a guy
in uniform. Anywhere from
two to three Military Police
from the National Guard are
being posted at security
checkpoints to keep an eye
on things and reassure airline
customers of their safety. Not
only that, but they give you
something fun to look at in
the case that you happen to
set the magnetometer off and
have to be wanded.
If you should be lucky
enough to set off the magnetometer, you could be faced
with being asked to bare your
soul and everything else
included (joking...). If you are
traveling with a large bag or a
suspicious looking bag, you
may be asked to have your
bags checked at the security

checkpoint using a machine
called an Explosive Trace
Detector. This device is used
to detect any trace of explosive material someone may
have in their bag. You may be
asked to open your bag for
inspection upon your arrival
at the gate before you board
your plane, as well.
For those of you already
planning your Thanksgiving
trip home on an airplane, be
reminded of the new rules
regarding carry-on luggage.
Federal Aviation
Administration rules dictate
that a passenger may only
have one carry on and one
purse or laptop computer to
take on board the plane.
A word of warning to those
who are possible jokesters:
Don't think about sending
any cute notes to the flight
attendants or pilots. You
could end up in jail.
I hope that this information
has helped ease your worries
about flying. My message to
all, from what I can see, is
that you are definitely safer
flying now than you were
before. So hop on that airplane, have a safe trip, and
bon voyage.
Danielle has collected
enough Frequent Flyer Miles
to fly around the world six
times. To inquire about joining her adventure, please email her at
golfgal425@aol.com

"..sucks."

Thumbs Down... to Anthrax (also referred to
as a "a white powdery substance"). Scary
bacteria, and now a 7 month old boy has it.

Thumbs Up ... to Cipro. That's the medicine
Lhat cures the aforementioned "scary bacteria" Too bad there's only a small supply of it.

Thumbs Down ... to False Alarms Yes, that
was confetti found on the plane. How could
that be confused with anthrax?

Thumbs Up ... to the Emmy Awards.
Apparently the third time might be a charm.

Thumbs Down ... to the Madison, Wisconsin
school district They banned the Pledge of
Allegiance and the "Star Spangled BanneF' in
classrooms — after a public outcry, the decision
was reversed.

Thumbs Up ... to a nation pulling together.
Now, we all are national neighbors

Thumbs Down ... to infected mail. Ifs bad
enough that we get junk mail, but now the
junk mail can kill you.

CORRECTION: In yesterdays BG News, we incorrectly cited the author of Article made its own myths."
The correct author was Wesley Krkk We apologize for the mistake.

SARAH NIANAOURIS

CRISSYBEIR
JUNIOR

Thumbs Up... to the U.S. Government sending food to Afghanistan. It's not the people's
fault that their pseudo-government (the Taliban)
are a bunch of nimrods.

Thumbs Up ... to the Stock Market. After a
rough ride, it seems to be rebounding.
Maybe there is hope yet.

MATTIWY, GRAPHICS EDITOR

i "iN

DANIELLE
WINTERS
Opinion Columnist

Thumbs Up Thumbs Down

www.bgnews.com

210 West Hall
Bowling Green
Stale University
Bowling Green,
Ohio 43403
Phone:(419)372-6966
Fax:(419)372-6967
E-mail:

Airline security plus
for uniform lovers

*

JUNIOR

"..Wows."

DEADLINE
BG NEWS BETA FISH

JENNIFER WANIESS

"...means I can go outside
and play."

"...blows (expletive]."

JUNIOR
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

BG NEWS

Toledo hosts rare art exhibit
by Chaslty Lester

States.

THE BG HEWS

"At the Casa Buonarroti only
five or six of the drawings are
chosen for display at a time."
said Giancarlo Forienza, assistant curator of the exhibit. The
bulk of Michelangelo's drawings
are kept concealed to protect
the 300-year-old works.
"The works are rare and very
old," said Forienza. "You'll never
see this grouping again for perhaps 50 years."
To protect the drawings the
exhibition is cast in low-light.
This also adds intimacy to the
exhibit.
Among the rarest of his
sketches on display are the
study of the head of Leda, the
torso of Adam from the
"Expulsion from the Garden"
and "Madonna and Child."
Also included are denota-

Michelangelo Buonarroti was
constantly aware of time.
"... to do anything quick is
very good," Michelangelo once
said. This is the man who painted the Sistine Chapel and
sculpted David and Pieta.
When he was close to death
he burned hundreds of his
sketches. He wanted to conceal
his efforts.
Michelangelo wanted to be
perfect.
Many of his surviving works
were collected by his family and
housed in the Casa Buonarroti,
the family home.
Twenty-one of these drawings are now on exhibition at
the Toledo Museum of Art. Nine
of these have never been displayed before in the United

tions of marble Michelangelo
wanted for sculpting, a list of
menu items needed for a dinner
and a poem written about the
trials of painting the Sistine
chapel ceiling with a caricature.
"Michelangelo didn't value
his work for what we see them
as today," said Forienza This is
what makes these latter sketches so appealing. These sketches
demonstrate Michelangelo's
attention to detail and fear of
being seen as anything but perfect.
The exhibit is at The Toledo
Museum of Art until Nov. 25.
Tickets are $6 for students.
Michelangelo: drawings and
other treasures from the Casa
Buonarroti, Florence is part of
The Toledo Museum of Art's
centennial celebration.

TODAY'S

Education steps, 10 a.m. to 5
p.m.

EVENTS

Bowling Green Student Education
Association Membership Drive @
Education steps, 11 a.m. to 2
p.m.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 17
CAMPUS EVENTS
Hitchcock Film Series: A showing
of "Marnie" @ Gish Film Theater,
7:30 p.m.

What's New (and Mot So New) in
Contraception? @ The Women's
Center—107 Hanna Hall, 12
p.m.

Gospel Choir Candy Grams @

Graduate and Professional Fair

m®

372-2445

<& 101 Olscamp Hall, 6 p.m.
Professional Dining Etiquette @
Kreischer 8 O'clock Dining Room,
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
"Try Curling" Open Ice Time @
Ice Arena, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
HAVE AN UPCOMING EVENT?
If you have a campus or city
event that you would like to have
listed in the calendar of events,
send an e-mail to bgnewsevents@hotmail.com or stop by
210 West Hall with information
on the event. The deadline is 6
p.m. the day before the event.

BG NEWS
BRIEFINGS

SHAFTSBURY, Vt. (AP) — A
Bennington County group has
signed a contract to buy a home
that Robert Frost once owned
and plans to make it a museum.
Carole Thompson, president of
the Friends of Robert Frost,
wouldn't disclose the purchase
price, but said the 80-member
group hopes to raise $500,000 by
May.

Fact Line is available to
you and
will answer any of your [■
questions.

Hispanic Heritage Month Student
Art Exhibit ® McFall Gallery, 12
p.m. to 6 p.m.

Raffle to benefit Philanthropy ®
Education Building steps, 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m.

Vermont group buys
Frost's house

MASTER SKETCH: This is one of the works now on display at the Toledo Museum of A. i.
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Frost wrote "Stopping by
Woods on a Snowy Evening" at
the house, which the Steck family
now owns.
When the purchase is finalized,
Thompson said, Peter). Stanlis of
Illinois, one of Frost's last surviving friends, has agreed to donate
his Frost collection of more than
300 works, including several original manuscripts.
The 2,500-square-foot house
was built in 1769. Frost lived there
from 1920-29. He died in 1963 at
age 88.

Correction
In the Oct. 8 edition of the
Campus Buzz it was listed on
page 4 under the Campus
Cinema section that the
Canadian Studies Film Series
would be taking place on Friday,
Oct. 19. However, this statement
was incorrect. The film discussion and screening will take
place on Sunday, Oct. 21, in the
Gish Film Theater starting at 6:15
p.m.

BG NEWS
SPORTS

BASEBALL: INDIANS MAY FACE REBUILDING PROJECT NEXT YEAR. PAGE 8

WEDNESDAY

BRIEFING
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Volleyball tops IPFW
at Anderson Arena
IHE BG NEWS

The Bowling Green volleyball leam topped IPFW in
straight games last night in
Anderson Arena. The win
moved the Falcons to 11 -4 on
the year.
BG won the games by final
scores of 32-30,30-27 and 3026.
Caty Rommeck led the
Falcons with 13 kills. Karen
Amstutz had three serve aces.
The Falcons are next in
action Friday at Anderson
Arena against Miami at 7 p.m.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Football passes midterm
by Erik Cassano
IHE BG NEWS

Marshall
content
being in
MAC
bylohn Raby
THE *SSOCI»!fO PRESS

HUNTINGTON, W.Va. —
Marshall coach Bob Pruett
seems content that MidAmerican Conference teams will
have to face the Herd at least a little wnile longer.
Conference USA schools on
Monday tabled a decision on
football expansion. Conference
coaches and athletic directors
have said Marshall was the most
popular candidate.
Marshall had looked to the
Horizon League as a possible
home for basketball and other
sports if the Herd football team
moved to C-USA. But the
Horizon League decided last
week not to expand.
Without a home for its other
sports. Pruett said Marshall officials told C-USA over the weekend it was committed to the
MAC.
"We've said all along that we
were extremely happy in the
Mid-American
Conference,"
Pruett, who has won four straight
MAC titles and three consecutive
Motor City Bowls, s-id yesterday.
"This is a really good fit for us."
Adding another football-only
member to Conference USA
would have given the league 12
teams. South Florida will join CUSA in 2003. The conference
hopes to set up a championship
game worth about $1.5 million
from ABC.
The Conference USA board of
directors decided it wasn't ready
to resolve the issue. Its next
meeting is scheduled for
li;bruary.
The obvious attraction of
Conference USA is its four bowl
tie-ins. Both C-USA and the MAC
send teams to the Motor City and
GMAC bowls. C-USA also has the
Liberty
and
GalleryFumiture.com bowls.
The strength of the conferences vary from year to year.
Toledo is ranked 25th in this
week's AP poll. Conference USA
currently has no ranked teams.
Both conferences had teams
ranked in the top 10 in recent
years — Marshall in 1999 and CUSA'sTulaneinim
"To me, it's no difference." said
Marshall quarterback Byron
Leftwich. "If you put our.-top
MAC teams against the top
Conference USA teams, who do
you think will win? I think (CUSA) is perceived as a better conference, but we've got some good
ball clubs here. We've proven that
we can beat Conference USA
teams."
Marshall defeated C-USA
schools in the two previous
Motor City Bowls, including
Gncinnati last December.
If Marshall stays in the MAC,
the league will expand to 14
teams. Earlier this year it offered
Central Florida a spot on the
condition that Marshall remains.
"Our kids enjoy playing for
championships and competing
in the MAC." said Marshall running backs coach Ernie Pumsley.
"We're looking forward to staying."

File photo

(

WORKHORSE: BG running back John Gibson plows through Kent defenders Oct. 6. Head coach
Urban Meyer has praised the progression ot the senior, who has seen his workload rise this year.

The Bowling Green football
team officially passed the
halfway mark of the season in its
37-28 loss to Western Michigan
Saturday. Head coach Urban
Meyer said he is, on the whole,
pleased with the mid-season
state of his team, which will take
a 4-2 record to Akron this
Saturday.
"I'd say B-range," Meyer said
when asked to assess a midterm
grade to his team. "Our goal as a
coaching staff was to implement
a new offense and to get the
team to play hard. There wasn't a
time I didn't see our kids selling
their souls out there."
Lack of depth behind the
starters has been an area of concern for Meyer all season. The
Falcons have been fortunate so
far this season that no major
injuries have dug into the effectiveness of the starters.
"Lack of depth hurt us again
(vs. Western Michigan), Meyer
said. "Our offensive and defensive lines have stayed basically
healthy, though."
Theonly major injury the interior line on either side of the ball
has sustained was to defensive
guard Andrew Hart, who blew
out his knee in the opener verses
Missouri.
Meyer said the team depth is
being hurt by not carrying a full
load of scholarship recruits,
something that needs to be
remedied in the coming years.
"We are seven scholarships
below (our capacity)," he said
"We are fighting for everything."
Meyer set out to restructure
the team's offensive attack with
offensive coordinator Gregg
Brandon, but it has been the
defense which has shined the
most in die season's first half.
The Falcon defense has been
one of the top in the nation this
year against the rush and already
has one shutout, 35-0 against
Buffalo last month.
"Right now, we are not good
enough to win if we don't play
great defense," Meyer said.
The team's seniors have
become the emotional leaders.
Meyer counts his upperclass-

men as one major reason BG is
two victories away from their
first winning season in seven
years.
"Right now, we are living and
dying with our seniors," he said.
"They are our best players. If
they weren't, we'd replace them."
Meyer said the day after he
was hired last year, he visited
with the seniors. He said he
wanted to know what losing had
done to them. He wanted to
know if they were eager to contribute or "just get their degree
and move on and take money
from the program."
He found the former, a group
that has been receptive to
Meyer's enthusiasm.
One senior Meyer has been
particularly impressed with is
running back lohn Gibson. He
started the year behind Godfrey
Lewis and loe Alls in the backfield but injuries to Lewis and
Alls plus his own good performance has made his stock rise.
He has now become a workhorse for the Falcons.
"Gibson is the kind of running
back you can win with," Meyer
said. "Looking at tapes from a
year ago. you wouldn't have said
that."
The relationship between
Gibson and Meyer has lent itself
a great deal to Gibson's confidence. Gibson has improved, in
part, because Meyer wanted him
to.
"Other than a father, the player-coach relationship will be one
of the best you can ever have,"
Meyer said.
Gibson averaged 7.3 yards per
carry against Western Michigan.

Injuries
BG may be in a "precarious
position" Saturday as both quarterbacks are battling injuries,
losh Harris is questionable with
an injured leg and Andy Sahm is
bothered by a hip pointer. The
Falcons play on the Rubber
Bowl's artificial turf this weekend.
Meyer said David Bautista and
Ryan Wingrove, both injured
against Western Michigan,
should be ready for Akron.

Masters: Hockey better BG bucks Ohio
than Maine stats show in rugby tourney
IHE BG NEWS

by Dan Nwd
IHE BG HEWS

The question at hand was a
simple one about Saturday's 1-1
tie with Clarkson in which the
Bowling Green hockey team was
outshot 52-21. On paper, it
appeared to be a would-beblowout saved by a hot goalie.
"What did you think about
Saturday night's game?" Falcon
head coach Buddy Powers was
asked.
With that, Powers called out to
his star goalie: "Powder, come
over here."
And Powder, better known as
junior Tyler Masters, moseyed
across the Falcon dressing room
wearing little more than billowing orange leg pads. Powder
chose to stand next to his coach,
across from the reporter.
"How many tough saves did
you make Saturday?"
"I didn't have any difficult
saves, except for the 5-on-3s."
Masters said matter-of-factly. "1
felt good, and they didn't get
many quality shots off."
It's true, Clarkson had over 30
more shots on goal than Bowling
Green, but according to Powers,
few of them presented any
major threat to the Falcons and
Masters.
Furthermore, in the second
period where they were outshot
19-6, the Falcons faced four

straight short-handed situations, including two lengthy 5on-3s.
And they killed off each one of
them.
As Masters returned to his
stall, Powers felt vindicated that
he got his point across, the point
that statistics don't always match
outcome. After all, Bowling
Green, which was outshot so
badly in that game, was declared
the winner in a shootout and
clinched third place in the Ice
Breaker Cup tournament in
Orono, Maine.
But Powers said that his team
needs work if they hope to beat
Northern Michigan on the road
this weekend.
Powers will have his players
working on "all defensive aspects
of the game" this week in preparation for a Wildcat team which
is one of the most complete in
theCCHA.
But encouraging signs are
around the Falcons, whose performance against Clarkson
came off the heals of a 9-1 shellacking by Maine the night
before.
"I like the way our guys
responded," he said. "We split
two games on an absurd road
trip."
That's true no matter what the
stats show.

Leonard Questionable
Sophomore forward Roger
Leonard may be back in the lineup this weekend as he recovers
from a leg injury that kept him
out of the Ice Breaker Cup. If he
returns, it would be a big lift for a
Falcon offense that, after scoring
only one goal in each of its first
two games, may be off to a slow
start once again.
"We like what Roger brings to
the lineup," Powers said. "We'd
like to get his reckless abandon
back."

Extra Room
The Falcons might be at a disadvantage this weekend as
Northern Michigan plays home
games on an Olympic size rink.
The 200x100 surface is 15 feet
wider than the Ice Arena's
200x85 rink. For Falcons like
Greg Day and Ryan Wetterberg.
whose strengths lie in skating,
the bigger surface may be an
advantage. However, with a
number of freshman in the lineup, Bowling Green's inexperience is more likely to be exposed
with the more wide-open game
Olympic-sized ice creates.
"The big rink. is different,"
Powers said. "It might be difficult
for the freshmen."

Six weeks into the season the
Bowling Green rugby team
finally put together a complete
game. The Falcon offense,
which had been slightly off key
in the last few matches, roared
to life as BG crushed Ohio 5512 and 47-12 in the first round
of the midwest championships.
"It wasn't like we weren't
winning," said BG head coach
Roger Mazzarella. "But when
you are used to winning by
basketball scores, more football scores just don't do it."
Over the first six weeks last
fall, the Falcons were beating
opponents by an average score
of 87-3. Plagued by injuries this
fall, BG has averaged victories
by a more pedestrian 35-10.
"This was the first time this
season we clicked on all cylinders," said BG captain Pete
Cromly. "It was kind of fun to
just sit back and watch."
The Falcon ruggers are peaking at the right time in the season as the outcome of their
next three games will determine if Bowling Green makes a
return trip to next spring's
National Championships.
Despite an obvious improvement in talent, Ohio was no
match for the Falcons as 15 BG
ruggers tallied tries.

Cromly looked like he was
re-gaining his national championship form as he punched
in a try and booted five conversions for 15 points. Ranker
Alex Demma. scrum half
Vinnie Siaropoli, fullback lake
Puhl, center Scott Mullins, fly
half Chad Cunnigan and hooker Dustin Lampe all added
tries. Flanker Garrett Fisher
and lock Scott Hogg also
scored as they filled in for
National Guard call-ups Reed
Luecke and Jeff Meeker.
In the second match it took
BG just 30 seconds to notch the
first points of the game. Tonkie
Flanker Bobby Brandstein, a
former Oberlin football player,
stole a bobbled kickoff and
rumbled for his first career try.
He would duplicate his feet in
the second half.
"Bobby's been steadily moving up the depth chart each
week." Mazarella said. "1 expect
him to get some first side
action by the end of the season."
Wing Dusty Setmire led the
scoring for BG as he shredded
the Bobcat defense for three
tries while wing Tom Fonger,
center Carl Samuel and eight
man Tim Laubensheimer also
scored. Fullback Andrew
RUGBY, PAGE 8
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End of season may be end of era for Tribe
by Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIATED CHESS

CLEVELAND — Most of the
Cleveland Indians had been
Through This drill before, explaining how another promising season ended shon of the goal.
But after losing Game 5 of the
AL playoffs on Monday in
Seattle's Safeco Field, there was
something very different about
The wav the Indians said goodbvc
to 2001.
A season ended. An era may
have, too.
Manager Charlie Manuel sat in
his office and rubbed his eyes.
Bob Wickman went to every locker in Cleveland's quiet clubhouse
and hugged teammates.
Kenny l«fton and Dave Burba
slowly took off their gray Indians'
road jerseys, perhaps for the lasi
time, and rookie C.C. Sabathia
choked back tears.
As luan Gonzalez shooed away
reponcrs until next spring, lohn
Rocker showered and dressed —
alone.
And in the middle of the room,

departing general manager lohn
Hart talked about the team he
built and the one he's leaving
behind.
"I'm very disappointed we didn't win this, but more than anything I feel a lot of pride for what
we did accomplish," said Hart,
who is stepping down on Nov. 1,
ending a marvelous 10-year run.
"I'm proud of what we did here in
Cleveland."
Doing it again may prove to be
the franchise's biggest challenge.
After missing the postseason a
year ago, the Indians wen again
one of baseball's elite teams. They
chased down the Minnesota
Twins in the second half; won
their sixth AL Central title in
seven years; staged baseball's
biggest one-game comeback in
76 years; and were within nine
outs of ending the Mariners'
magical season.
But they let it slip away, and
Cleveland's 100th anniversary
season ended without a celebration and just like every other season since 1948—without a World

Series title.
"I'll remember this," said
Sabathia, the 21-year-old pitcher
who won 17 games during the
regular season and another in the
playoffs. "I don't ever want to feel
this feeling again. This hurts. 1 feel
like it's all for nothing. I had a
great year, but my team lost and
that's what matters most."
What mattered most in the
playoffs was the Indians, who
pride themselves on bashing
pitchers into submission, didn't
hit a lick when it counted most.
Cleveland should have saved
some of those 19 hits it got in a
17-2 rout of Seattle in Game 3. In
the series' decisive game, the
heart of Cleveland's order —
Gonzalez. Inn Thome and Ellis
Burks — went a combined 0-for13 and didn't hit a ball beyond the
infield dirt.
"We take pride hitting in the
middle of the order," said Thome,
who hit 49 homers in the regular
season. "But good pitching
always beats good hitting. That's
what baseball is all about."

Browns trade lineman back to Minn.
BEREA, Ohio (AP) — The
Cleveland Browns on Tuesday
traded Stalin Colinet — who
started all 16 games last year on
the defensive line — back to the

Minnesota Vikings for a future
draft pick.
Colinet, picked up by
Cleveland in a 1999 trade with
Minnesota for defensive tackle

lerry Ball, had his playing time
significantly reduced this year.
He has played in all five games
but registered four tackles and
no sacks.

And maybe that's what the
Indians, who will now be run by
assistant GM Mark Shapiro,
should think about.
Cleveland needs a makeover.
The days of power and punch
could be replaced by pitching,
speed and defense if the Indians'
front office slashes a $90 million
payroll and decides to use
younger players.
"At some point," third baseman
Travis Fryman said. "You've got to
reload."
Shapiro's first decision is a
tough one.
The Indians have a contract
option for 2002 on Manuel, who
has missed 26 games over the
past two seasons while being
hospitalized. He will soon have
his gall bladder removed.
The fiT-year-old Manuel, who
just completed his second season
as manager, said his health isn't a
concern but the club will certainly factor it into its decision about
his future.
Fryman said he won't be
shocked if Manuel doesn't return.

"I hope Charlie is back,"
Fryman said. "I like to play for
Charlie. But I won't be surprised if
he's not. I think health will play a
part in the decision. Your life is a
little more important than a baseball season."
Lofton will be a free agent and
it's unlikely the Indians will resign him after they acquired center fielder Milton Bradley from
Montreal this summer.
Gonzalez signed last winter to
replace Manny Ramirez's bat.
and he did, driving in 140 runs.
He and the Indians share a mutual $14 million option for next
year, meaning cither party can
back out.
There's little doubt Gonzalez
wants a long-term deal that tinIndians may not be able to afford.
He recently hired )eff Moorad. the
same agent who struck Ramirez's
huge deal in Boston, so he's probably gone.
Wickman has been talking to
the club about a multiyear deal,

and if one gets done, Rocker may
be done as well.
The controversial pitcher was
awful after coming over in a trade
from Atlanta, and just like during
his days with the Braves, he never
seemed to fit in with his new
teammates.
The Indians may try and trade
him, if they can find a team willing to take his baggage.
During his tenure, Hart rebuilt
the Indians into a perennial AL
power and may do it again with
another team. He's expected to
interview for the vacant Texas
GM job soon.
Ilis legacy in Cleveland will
include championships and
close calls Iwicc the Indians got
to the World Series but failed to
win it. In 1997. they were two outs
away from a title before losing
Game 7 to Florida.
On Monday, one more painful
memory was added to the others.
"Nine outs away," Hart said. "It
was a nice run."

Rugby plays two against OU
RUGBY, FROM PAGE 7

Riddcll booted six conversions as
BG won 47-12.
The Falcon rookies also racked

SAIN and MEMPSA Training
MEMPSA: Men Educating Men on the Prevention of Sexual Assault
The male facilitators of MFMPSA arc paired up to develop a personalized program for men
encouraging ihcm to challenge their own beliefs and values concerning sexual behaviors.

up a pair of victories, defeating
Ohio State-Marion 17-7 and 7-0.
Now the 25-3-1 Falcons face a
lough test as they travel to Mount
Pleascnt. Mich, to face undefeat-

ed Mid-American Conference
rival Central Michigan. BG has
won the last four meetings
between the two by a combined
scon.'of 234-5.

Use The BG News Classifieds
■fr,,, jf for all your needs!

BG ■si

NEWS

Advertise in the BG News Classifieds... Call 372-6977

SAIN: Sexual Assault Information Network
SAIN offers women a chance to learn more about sexual assault in an all female comfortable setting. Female facilitators visit organizations, clubs, classes and sororities to educate other women
about sexual assault.

Cict trained to be a facilitator and presenter!

""SB*1"

^

TRAINING SESSION: Friday, October 19, 2001 3:30 pm to 9:30 pm
The Wellness Connection 170 Health Center
Fill out an application before October 18. 2001 at the Wellness Connection or contact
Rebekah Sandlin at rsandli(« banet basuedu or 372-0470.

Oakley
Prescription & Non-Prescription Sunglasses Available at:

b> The weMncM Connection, StmkM Health Berrice, and CASO

SaF~ JOHN T. ARCHER, O.D.
• & ASSOCIATES

^^

PRACTICE OF OPTOMETRY

1222 Ridgcwood Dr.»352-2502«Bowling Green
The leaves are falling...time to clean out the closet

■re having a sole
all . „
on a'
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The

Closet
Door
learn how to be a nurse,
by being Fpy rse]

Unique New Casual
Women's Clothing
and Accessories
241 S. Main
downtown B.G.
(«txt to Btlk-lla M««t Market)

STUDY

Here's your chance to do what other students only read about.
To get hands-on clinical experience, one-on-one training, and a shot at a
scholarship worth thousands. It's all part of the Army R0TC Nursing program.

Meet the representative:

Talk to an Army ROTC advisor today to find out more. Because it's time

Brad Latutan

you put your passion into practice.

AKIVIY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

•v \

BGSU Army ROTC
For information call 372-2476

Education Abroad Fair
Thursday, October 18
11:00 am - 3:00 pa
Sudd 1 em ire Student Services Bldg.
Forum Room
Learn about our programs in Agrentina,
Chile, Costa Rica, Cuba, Australia,
England, Ireland, New Zealand, N. I re Ian
and Scotland

800-858-0229
www.isa-butler.org

u» m Hi it
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OSlFs Tressel plans to stick with Bellisari
by Rusty MMer
IHI ASSOCIATED PHtSS

COLUMBUS — Ohio State
coach lim Tressel is convinced he
is stuck with having to take the
good with the bad when it comes
to quarterback Steve Bellisari.
It appears many disgruntled
Buckeyes fans will have to do the
same.
Tressel said yesterday he does
not plan to demote Bellisari for
Saturday's game against San
Diego State following yet another
mediocre
performance
in
Saturday's 20-17 home loss to
Wisconsin.
\r, ,. i. ■■ ifn.rif) bonod the
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Spring Break 2002- Travel with STS,
Americas #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas or
Florida Promote trips on-campus to
earn cash and free trips. Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849
or www.ststravel com

•"" CAMPUS POLLYEYES "•"
Spaghetti Special
Wednesdays 11am to 9pm
Includes garlic bread and salad

«M "DM <t>M »M «M «M <t>M *M
The ladies of Phi Mu would like to
congratulate Jennelle Ehrman for
being selected as teh Derby Day
Darling! We are proud of you!
*M 4>M »M «M «M »M *M *M

*M <t)M <!>M *M <J>M 4>M «M *M
The sisters of Phi Mu would like to
congratulate Liz Ebaugh on her
pearling to Jason. We are so happy
tor you and wish you the best!
'I'M 'I'M '!A! '[At 'I'M <t>M 'I'M 'I'M
HEADZUP! - HEAD2UP!
Spring Registration is coming soon

Lil Kristy
Halos, arrows, angels too.
Carnations, wine and silver blue.
The time is here, it's been fun. But
Big/Lil hunt is almost done. Be at the
house at 9:15 tonight, to find out if
your guesses are right
LOVE BIG?

GET READY - BE READY!
Schedule of classes is
on the web NOW:
www.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar

Classifieds continued
on page 10.

SPRING BREAK PARTY! Indulge
in FREE Travel. Drinks, Food, and
Parties with the Best DJ't and
celebrities in Cancun, Jamaica,
Mazatlan, and the Bahamas
Go to StudentCity.com, call
1 -800-293-1443 or email salesOstudentcitv.com to find out more.

$4.50
Dine in or pick up only
CAMPUS POLLYEYES ""•
Confidential Eating Disorder
Support Group
Women & men at all stages of recovery. Confidential, interactive discussions.
Every Wednesday from 7-8:30pm
Women's Center, 107 Hanna Hall
Call Judy Miller at 372-7426
for more information

Travel

Follow the
Crowd To

Exceptional Amenities
NOW LEASING
FOR 2001-2002

See Preferred For
I & 2 Bedrooms ■ Efficiencies ■ Small Building ■
Twinplexes • 2, 3 & 5 Bedroom Houses
Fox Run • Haven House Manor ■ Piedmont
Birchwood Place • Mini Mall • Small Buildings
Frontier Housing • Houses

PREFERRED PROPERTIES Co.

Make an appointment at
www.mysenkjrpor1rart.org

Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Spacious Living
Awesome Locations

PREFERRED ▼*
PROPERTIES CO.

FREE Portrait Photos
for Seniors
Oct. 29 - Nov. 2
9am - 5pm
28 West Hall
Free Professional Photography
sitting for
The KEY Yearbook

Services Offered
• 1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas & Florida Now hiring Campus Reps.
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummerlours com

«M «M «M «M *M «M *M 4>M
The sisters of Phi Mu would like to
congratulate Sherry Johnson on becoming a Morale Captain
We are so proud ot you!
«M «M *M *M «M «M *M <t>M

Explore the Big Easy, experience
the warm shores of Hawaii, cruise
the Golden Gate Bridge. You can attend one of over 170 universities at
in-state tuition fees for a year or semester NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM. Get the facts
- Thursday. October 18th 8:00 pm,
BA 117 or for more details, call or
stop by The Cooperative Education
Office. 310 Student Services
372-2501

Spring Break Reps needed to promote campus trips. Earn Stravel
free! No Cost. 1-800-367-1252 or
www.springbreakdirect.com

Forum.

weeks ago in a 13-6 loss at UCLA,
the confident Bellisari said he
didn't understand why anyone
would even consider starting
another quarterback.
"Yeah, I know I didn't play
well," he said. "But I don't think
there should be a quarterback
controversy over that."
When Bellisari is good he has
been very, very good — the
Buckeyes are 8-3 in games when
he has a .500 completion percentage or better. The flip side is
that when he is bad, he is very,
very bad — Ohio State is 8-8
when he doesn't connect on even
half his passes.

Personals

1-800-426-7710

EDUCATION ABROAD FAIR
Thursday, October 18,2001.
11:00a.m.-3:00p.m.
Saddlemire Student Services

ing percentage coming into the
season. Because of his inability to
locate or n connect with
receivers, Ohio State is last in the
Big Ten in passing offense and a
distant ninth in total offense.
That means opposing defenses
can crowd the line of scrimmage
and stuff the Buckeyes' tailbacks
while daring Bellisari — who has
played almost every play this season — to throw the ball. More
times than not, something bad
happens when he does.
Bellisari has hit better than half
of his passes in just 12 of his 27
career starts.
When he had a bad game three

Personals

Spring Break 2002 Organize Groups & Go Free
Free Parties & Hours ot free drinks
Cancun, Jamaica, Barbados
Bahamas, Florida & Morel!
For Details and the Best Rates
Visit:www. sunsplashtours.com

Campus Events

What's his greatest weakness?'"
Tressel said. "Unfortunately, it's
the same thing. His greatest
strength is his competitiveness
and his greatest weakness is his
competitiveness. We've got to get
those separated somehow."
According to Tressel, only
Bellisari — and apparently not
backup quarterbacks Scott
McMullen, Craig Krenzel or Rick
McFadden — is capable of turning a broken play into a first down
or a collapsed blocking wall into a
touchdown.
Still, Bellisari is completing just
49.5 percent of his passes this
season — exactly his career pass-

Personals

IMKTIUIMHI,

TV BG New* rctervci thr nyta tu duliM, Uui»Mii*>r or reitw JI>, advertiMrmrM twit M
<J»'«c found to hr defaiuftwy. lavkirif in fanu
•i huiv miMcadiitf M falK in tuiiunr All
ad*crtt»cmrnii arc iuh|*ii m editing and

tribute to our team."
Bellisari has started for the
Buckeyes for three years and has
brought a hard-nosed determination and a refusal to concede a
play, a yard or a game No one
questions the grit of the kid who
lettered as a defensive back and
special-teams maniac as a freshman.
But that unwillingness to give
in also can create problems at
quarterback, where the most
skilled practitioners allow the
game to flow to them instead of
trying to be a hero on every snap.
"1 am asked all the time,
'What's Steve's greatest strength?

Travel

WINTER AND
SPRING BREAK
BEACH t SKI TRIPS
DONT DELAY!
WWW.SUNCHASE.COM
1-800-SUNCHASE

koowingly ».ri" adver
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senior left-hander as he failed to
muster any offense in the last 40
minutes as Ohio State squandered a 17-0 lead.
Tressel said he would look at all
the quarterbacks this week in
practice, but that he didn't expect
anyone other than Bellisari to be
behind center for the first play on
Saturday.
"Steve has got to become flawless in some of those mistakeprone areas or someone else has
to step up and perhaps be given
an opportunity to make some
plays," the first-year coach said.
"So that the quarterback position
rontribiiU's whit it noeHs to con-

530 Maple ■ 352-9378

or call 372-8634

Mon.Fri 8 12,1-4:30
The KEY

ucation
road
Embrace the World!
October 18, Thursday,
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Bowling Green State University
Saddlemire Student Services Forum

INTRODUCING... ROAD RUNNER
HIGH SPEED ONLINE

The Fastest Smartest
Easiest way
tone
Internet.

Come learn about education abroad opportunities throughout the world.

Still Not Sure About What You Want To
Do When You Graduate?

Wednesday, October 17th
4:30-7:30 PM
BW-3,176 East Wooster
Bowling Green, OH

Want To Find Out More About Possible Job
Opportunities For Your Major?
The Extern Experience program matches BGSU students with
Alumni for a job shadowing opportunity.
Learn more about this awesome experience!
Wednesday, October 17,h
7:30-9:30 p.m. in BA 103
Any questions? Call the SAA office at
372-6849 or email smvande@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Come down and experience
Road Runner High Speed Online for yourself I

Enjoy FREE wings; have FREE fun!
www.RoadRunnerOhio.com
888.567.2318

Sponsored by: Student Alumni Association

Faster downloads, Smarter content and Easier access
LOONEY TUNES characters, names and all related indicia are trademarks of Warner Bros. 62001.
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Wanted

IIB* riB* IIB* IIB* nB* nB*

Female roommate wanted for Spring
semester. Nice quiet apt., own
room. Contact Lucy at 354-9740.

Personals

Daily Crossword Fix NEWIPVE
brought to you by

Lil Kim.
Todays' the day
You'll lind out your Pi Phi Way
Soon you'll know your lamily tree
and then you'll know your
BIG is ME!!!
Love, Big???

Lil Jen,
the hunt has begun.
tonight will be awesome, and loaded
with fun. I can't wait for this day to
come to an end. You'll have not only
a Big, but also a friend.
I love you lil!!!
Love, Big???

Lil Rachel - Roses are red,
Violets are blue.
You think you know your big,
You don't have a clue
C-you tonight!
Love, Big?

IIB*

I in* Lil Leslie i in*
Halos, Arrows, Angles too. Carnations wine and silver blue. The time
is here, it's been tun, but Big/Lil hunt
is almost done.
nB* Love Big??' I IB*
riB* LIL MELISSA nB*
Hey little angel,
the time will soon be here!
I will reveal my identity,
and the answer will be clear!
MB* LOVE, BIG? MB*

riB* IIB* nB* nB* nB*

Lil Kim,
Finally today is here. The end to the
secret is near. I don't want to send
you for a looper but when you find
out, it'll be super!
Love, Big

IIB*

nB* nB* nB* nB* nB*

Little KristenI hope you are ready for tonight.
Please don't worry, I don't bite.
I'm ready to always be here for you,
to listen and have a lot of fun too!
Love- Big?
IIB* nB* IIH* nB* IIB* IIB*
Pi Beta Phi Lil' Erica S.
Tonight is the night, it's finally here!
You think you've got me figured out?
But you are nowhere near!
I love you little, Big??

MB* IIB* IIB* IIB* nB*
Lil Ashley,
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
we're the best Big/Lil pair by tar
I can't wait til we meet
Because it will be sweet!
Love, Big
IIB* IIB* 1111* IIB* IIB*

Pi Beta Phi-Lil Liz
You have clue one and two, now I
have a surprise for you! Come to the
house on Weds, at quarter after
nine; to see what you find!
Love, your big.

riB* nB* nB* nB* mi*
LIL EMILY.
The time is finally here
so get up and cheer tonight
You will find out what
being a lil' is all about
LOVE, BIG
nB* IIB* IIB* TIB* IIB*
IIB* IIB* IIB* IIB* IIB* IIB*
Lil Becky.
I like to eat spicy food, and hang out
with my hiends and dude. Tonight is
going to be a blast, when you and I
will meet at last!
Love, Big?

nB* nB* IIB* IIB* IIB* IIB*
nB* IIB* IIB* IIB* nB* nB*
Little Kathy,
One, two three
We're the best pair you wait and
see. You're not just an angel.
You're forever a friend. I know our
friendship will never end.
Tonight you will find out who I am.
Love, Big???
IIB* IIB* IIB* IIB* IIB* IIB*
Lil Abbi,
My lil Abbi, the hunt has begun and
tonight will be exciting and fun! Alter
tonight you will finally see, who the
perfect Big/Lil pair we'll be! So...be
at the house tonight and you will discover if you guessed right!
I love you HI!! Big??

Subleaser needed, 2 bedroom, 1 1/2
bath, very spacious, dishwasher,
W/D and many extras Hillsdale.
$680/mo. 352-7944.
Subleaser needed. Spring '02. Etfic.
apt. $260 mo. plus electric. Call 3547525.

Help Wanted

Fall Special.
2 months unlimited tanning $50
Campus Tanning - 352-7889

IIB* IIB* nB* IIB* IIB* TIB*
Lil Tatum,
Roses are red, my eyes are blue,
you think you have me figured out
but you don't have a due. The time
is near for you to see. What a great
Big/Lil pair we will be.
Love your Big
IIB* nB* nB* nB* nB* nB*

IIB* IIB* nB* IIB* IIB*
LIL COURTNEY
Soon you will see
What a great pair we will be
Tonight you're waiting will come
to an end. When you lind
not|usta big but a friend!
Love, Big???
nB* IIB* nB* IIB* Mil*

1 Mountain
2 Education group
3 Off track
4 Color shade
5 Come in
6 Indefinite article
7 Put
8 Great lake
9 Organism in early stages
10 Fish eggs
11 Auricle
16 Make happy
18 Came upon
20 Mat
22 Burning
23 Vertical part of stair step
25 Floor pad
27 Part of flower
28 Wash away
30 Trough for carrying bricks
32 Raced
36 Cashew
38 Overnight accommodations
41 Put to rest
43 Female (slang)
45 Infant Jesus' bed

Roommate needed to share rent &
util. for a 2 bdrm apt. at 811
Manvllle. Close to campus
call Jake O 352-4115.

nB* nB* nB* nB* nB* nB*

IIB* IIB* IIB* nB* [IB* nB*
Lil Kristina,
Soon you will see what a great pair
we'll be Tonight your waiting will
come to an end, when you find not
just a Big, but a friend,
Love, Big???

nB* IIB* I1B* 1111* IIB*
Lil Erica,
Lil, Lil, Bet you can't wait to see
Who your awesome big will be
Through good and bad,
Together we will stand.
I promise to be the best big
that I can.
See you tonight!
Love, Big??
mi* mi* nu* nil* mi*

I LHJ

SAIN and MEMPSA Training
Friday, October 19, 2001 3:30pm9:30pm at the Wellness Connection.
For more information, contact
Rebekah Sandlin at 2-0470 or
rsandiQbgnet.bgsu.edu.

Babysitter needed for 2 kids on
Mon.. Wed., Thurs.. and Sat. from
5:00pm to 3:30am. Call Tonya at
354-7036 and leave you name and
number if interested.
Consolidated Financial, a local business in Maumee, needs two professional individuals to do cold calling
two nights a week from 7-9 PM. This
is a great opportunity to get some
experience in the financial services
industry. The pay will be $107hr. For
an interview please contact Kevin
Carroll O (419)891-3100.
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs * Student Group*
Earn $1.000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
tundraising event. Does not involve
credit card applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (868)
923-3238. or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
Health and Fitness
We are seeking an enthusiastic
outgoing individual who has good
communication skills and a take
charge attitude. Full and part time
positions. Front desk, trainers.
aerobics. Apply in person at:
The St. James Club
7337 W. Bancroft
Toledo. Ohio

Vintage Clothing 30's -70s for Halloween costumes. CAII 352-4388,
ask for Michelle or Stacie.

START NOW
Growing safety corp. expanding
Need 8 positions filled by 10/19
No experience - 419-420-7335

1 Female subleaser needed to
share 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt. Close
to campus! Available now. Call Jamie O (419) 308-0282.

PISfiNCUOS
Open Weekdoys at 4p.ni; Open al Lunch Fri., Sal. & Sun

203 N. Main

352-5166

Weekday Special iMon thru n™

66 Dull edge

67 Sleep stage (abbr)

KCniaiS

Fajita Chicken ■ 2 items * Additional items extra

Lg. $7.50:
XLg. '9.00
readsticks! Only $2.25

Ends
12-31-01

HO*S*

FREE

DELIVERY • 352-5166

NO Valid WA Any Oltw OKtr

toot
If your organization or
residence hall
is interested in
getting involved,
send a representative
to the first

DGR Meeting
•Wed. Oct. 17th
•9:15pm
•Olscamp 117

m

Hi
HM

■ a v| i

ill

332 S. Main (our only office )
352-5620
www.newloverealty.com/nrentals t=j*

Sterling University Enclave
Is currently seeking motivated, outgoing students to join it's leasing
team!!!
' Brand new apartment loaded with
amenities included
' Flexible part-time schedules
' Great commission and bonus potential
' Prolessional, fun. team-oriented
environment
Please apply in person at:
706 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green OH 43402
M-F11-6
Sat. 10-5
Sun. 1-5
Sterling University Enclave

<I>\I

For Sale

For Sale

For Rent

••1994 Roland port. 88 note, touch
sensitive digital piano-stereo in slice
out. Hdphs . Peavey HKS, 40 wt.
tower amp. patch card, carrying bag,
other extras. $950 tor everything.
••Yamaha console 42" piano, mint
cond!!! Prof, maintained by tech. for
the Toledo Symphony. In piano humidity system. Asking $1500.
419-874-8484

A Conn Alto Saxophone.
$1,100 or best offer
372-5257 or 836-7327.

1 bdrm. apt Sublease ASAP. Summit Terrace Apts $390 per mo. 4
sec. dep. & parental agreement.
354-5922.

1.2 Ghz AMD K7, 256 Mb RAM,
DVD, CDRW. Camera, 17" Monitor,
KBD, Mouse geFORCE 2/ TV Out,
Speakers, Ethernet 56.K Modem
$850.00 firm. Call Dan S 214-6757.
1995 Chevy Camaro.
3.4 V6, Red T-tops
Call Tyler. 352-8743
1999 HONDA CRV-EX
Green, 21K, all options.
Call 352-6660
94 Saturn. 175,000 miles. 5 speed7
Make offer. 373-0465

Bed - Queen pillow top. new. in
plastic. Full manufacturer's warranty. Retail $800 Sacrifice $199 Can
deliver Call 419-392-7465.
Bed full size pillow-top mattress set
New in plastic. Retail $599. Sell
$179. Call (419) 392-7465.
Ladies leather coat. Leather limited
Removable lining. Very little use.
Paid $200 asking $115. 354-2708.

For Rent
" 02-03 listings available now!
Houses, apts, & effic Will mail listings. Call 353-0325 10am-5pm.
2 & 3 bdrm. fum. apt. w/ AC
Available Now
352-7454

2 bedroom unfurnished npartmont
available December Call 353-6188
233 W. Merry. 4 BR allows 4 unrelated people. $775/month. Available
Immediately Call 354-2854
3 bdrm. unfurnished apt.
1082 Fairview.
Call 352-5822.
4 bedroom house, laundry, fully
equipped kitchen, air cond., 2-car
garage, walking dist. to campus,
$16007mo for 9 mos.. $12007mo for
12 mos. 419-836-7674 or 360-6060
Apartments for Rent-Close to
campus 3 bdrm apts. 2 full baths, no
pets. $950 plus utilities 352-0717
GRAD STUDENT APT. 2 br., 2 car
garage, AC. close to campus.
$475/mo. 352-5595
Need someone to subls effic apt
until Aug '02. $250 mo. mclud. util..
walk. dist. to BGSU 354-2259
Perrysburg house 233 West Second
St. 3-4 bdrm. 2 car garage 2 bath
Historical home. Hard wood floors
$1.300/month plus deposit Option
to buy! Contact Sue O 283-4482
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Phi Mu
Pancake Breakfast
All you can eat!
Come and enter the pancake eating contest

Cla-Zel Theatre

Sunday, October 21, 2001
10:00 am ■ 2:00 pm

Downtown BG #353-1361
www cla-zel com

St. Thomas More Gymnasium
(across from Mac West)

Bruce Willis
Billy Bob Thorton

Tickets are $3.00, or $5.00 at the door
For more information please contact:
Niki Sams: 214-6361
Laura Mudd: 211-3425

Bandits

» BEST PIZZA 9 STRAIGHT YEARS.
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Answers

H N

Open 4prr

Sm. s4.75
Med. '5.75

Negative
Blackbird
Explosive
Two singing
Fish
Beer
Electric reluctance unit
Consumed food
Male sheep
Lutetium symbol
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352-5622
Looking for someone to write grants
for non-prolit organization & anyone
who is interested in writing a book.
354-4188.
Looking for someone who can
French braid, comroll, and extensions. II so please call 354-4188.

Wanted

44 Wanderer
46 Ireland
48 Have
50 Story
51 Cry
53 Weighed down
55 One who kidnaps
58 Foul language
61 Spanish expi vision of approval
62 Free-for-all
64 7th Greek letter
65 2nd smallest state (abbr.)

47
49
52
54
55
56
57
59
60
63

Lawn Maintenance-Part & Full Time
Knickerbocker Lawns

Think You're Funny?
PROVE IT
Funniest person in BG Contest
SlOCpn/e - 352-8242

WHAT ARE YOU
TAKING NEXT SPRING?
Spring Registration starts Nov. 5th!
• SEE YOUR ADVISOR ■
Class Schedule It
on the web NOW:
WYvw,bgsg,6flu/otf ices/registrar

1 Also
4 Tantalize
9 Before (poetic)
12 Southern genera!
13 Within
14 Flightless bird
15 Mother or rather
17 Tree wood
19 Change
21 Ever (poetic)
22 Opera solo
24 Sailor's brew
26 Sort
29 Dirt
31 Elongated fish
33 Over (poetic)
34 Am
35 Age
37 Scottish cap
39 Preposition
40 Color
42 Made a hole

Renta|s

STUDENT TRAVEL WATCH
fff Lectures
□ Term Paper
Sfjob
Leave 'em
all behind
and get
outta
here.

TRAVEL
B00.777.011
www.statravel.com

BC24
NEWS
WITH
KRISTIE WELCH
JOSCELYN MOBS
TIFFANY TARPLEY
MBAGAN HAYES

"For all your
News,
Weather, &
Sports."
Tues.- Fri. 5:30 pm
Cable Channel 6

BG
NEWS
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What is it about Greeks that
makes them the brunt of jokes? Is
it something that we can change?

Looking into the stereotypes
people have about Greeks and
why they have them, pg? 6-7

CARTOONS:
Mary Beth Muiilw 'l'bi Gavtl
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Rho Chis lead the way
Greeks shed their letters to help potenital new members
By Darcy Emmert
Gavel Reporter
The Septmeber issue of 77* Gavel
featured a woman at the Greek carnival wearing a T-shirt with the letters
"P" and "X." What chapter is that?
PX stands for Rho Chi. Rho Chis are
sorority members who are chosen to
assist women through the recruitment
process. Rho Chis shed their letters
and become a unified chapter under
the letters PX. These women work for
me entire spring and beginning of the
fall semester to create a a fun, unbiased
and smooth recruitment process for
the potential new members.
Rho Chis are necessary to provide
support and information to the
women who have signed up to go

through recruitment. Many women
do not know what they have signed
up for. Rho Chis lead the way and
inform these women of their options.
"They helped me make up my
mind but didn't tell me what to do.
They were always there to talk one on
one," said sophomore Cathy Chipps,
a new member of the Pi Beta Phi sorority.
Most Rho Chis report that they get
as much out of the experience as the
girls who are going through recrutment.
"It was nice to work with other girls
from different chapters. I'm usually so
into my chapters' activities that I miss
out on so many great people. It also
gave me a greater appreciation for my
house now too," said Rho Chi Megan

New members return
from Odyssey
Odyssey: (noun)
an extended adventurous
voyage or trip; a long
wandering and eventful
journey or
an intellectual quest
By Melissa Kimbler
Editor-in-Chief
The
Panhellenic
and
Interfratemal Councils offered
new members an odyssey of Greek
discovery on Saturday, Sept. 22.
Around 200 new Greeks boarded
buses to Camp Glenn in Findlay
to attend Greek Odyssey (GO), a
new member education program
that is offered each semester.
GO is intended to "educate new
members, inform them about
what they're getting into," Nathan
Rodgers, vice president of internal
affairs for the IFC, said.
Traditionally, GO has taken
place within the city of Bowling
Green. This year, the organizers
decided to take the trip on the
road, and asked chapters to send
nine representatives.
"People responded that they

liked being away from BG. It was
like a retreat," Tara Tiemey, vice
president of membership development for Panhell, said.
"Going away helped students to
concentrate," added Rodgers.
When the new members
arrived, they were welcomed by a
baSebaii theme aiiii Separated into
12 teams.
"We broke them into teams so
that no two chapter members
were together," Tiemey said. "This
helped students to meet new people."
Five information sessions were
held throughout the day. The sessions were taught by pairs of
undergraduate and graduate students, and covered topics such as
time management, academics, risk
management, diversity and relationships and dating.
GO also offered a panel discussion. Executive members and presidents from Panhel, the IFC, the
National Pan-Hellenic Council
and Greek Independent Board
answered questions about Greek
life. According to Tiemey, GO
"turned out very well. It has generated a lot of excitement and
enthusiasm that I hope continues."

McVey.
"I think the biggest thing about
being a Rho Chi is how much it promotes Greek unity because after a
while it wasn't about what chapter
you were from," said Melissa Gratz, a
former Rho Chi and this year's assistant recruitment chair and Rho Chi
director.
To become a Rho Chi sorority
members must fill out an application
and then complete an interview. Once
selected as a recruitment counselor,
the women must conceal their chapter affiliation. They are prohibited
from wearing their letters or even having stickers on their cars.
"Enthusiasm and overall knowledge of their chapters, the Greek
community on the whole, and on

recruitment are needed to become a
Rho Chi. The biggest thing is enthusiasm," said Gratz. According to
Gratz, this year's Rho Chi staff was
larger than anticipated due to the
amount of quality women who
applied.
"Basically a Rho Chis job is to be an
unbiased figure, to look out for the
welfare of the girls going through and
help them figure out where they
belong. They also promote Greek
unity. All 14 (Panheilenic| chapters are
joined for one purpose, not just looking out for their own chapter," said
Emily Bright, who was a Rho Chi this
fall.
Gratz added, "Keeping the women
interested Is key, not only interested,
but excited about the whole process."

Bid Day
changes still
offer
excitement
By Natalie Keys
Gavel Reporter
On Sunday, Sept. 16 the
Panhellenic Council extended invitations to join Panhellenic chapters
during the Bid Day celebration.
The theme for this year's Bid Day
was "Greek Unity." This year the
event was held in the grassy area
inside fraternity row. Bid Day is traditionally held in the Lenhart
Ballroom in the Student Union.
Also different this year, the new
members revealed their new Greek
identity to the chapters. Before the
new members revealed their letters
See BID DAY, Page >2

Original * Best

PAW. PARTY
ft,
119 E. Court St., Bowling Green
419.353.0901
18007747335
FREE Exclusive After Hours U«e of The Greek Mart
NW ohlo'* L*rge*t Selection of Paddle*. Frame and other Wood Gift*
FREE Pizza, Soda & Snack*
FREE Glue and SuppBe* for Building Your Own Wood Gift

Plu*, receive C*L) fo \Jl~l~ our already low pricee on

EVERYTHING AT THE GREEK MART?.'
Including!
-All Paddle* and Wood Product*
-All Cuetom Sport*wear (Pre-Made & Cu*tom Order*)
-All Gift Item.

EVERYTHING!!
Call 4 Schedule Your Party T0DAY1

The Greek Mart 353-0901
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Greeks under
new direction

Konecny becomes associate director for Greek Affairs

By Greg Amend
Gavel Reporter
When Kevin Konecny relumed to
the University for the fall semster he
had one goal in mind—to finish his
dissertation and complete his doctoral program in higher education.
Today, Konecny is serving as the
interim associate director of
Residence Life for Greek Affairs.
Although Konecny did not plan
on the position, he welcomes the
opportunity and looks forward to
using his expenence in Greek Affairs
and Residence Life to make the
University and it's Greek community a premier living and learning
institution.
Konency is no stranger to the

University. Aside from being a graduate student, he has also served as
the graduate student representative
to the Board of Trustees and as an
area coordinator for the Office of
Residence Life. Konecny is also a
product of the Univeristy Greek system—he served as the house director
for Alpha Sigma Phi for two years
and was initiated by the Gamma
Zeta chapter in the spring of 1999.
Konecny feels that the University
has a unique Greek system. The fact
that all Greek houses are University
owned is the most notable characteristic, according to Konecny.
"It certainly is an uncommon
characteristic of Bowling Green, but
the University and the Greek community have made the relationship

work well," he said.
Konecny would like to improve
the relationship that Greek Affairs
has with other offices and organizations on campus.
"The main goal of my office is
going to be to continue to build a
strong Greek community on the
campus," Konecny said. "The Greek
Affairs staff will be striving to develop strong relationships between our
undergraduate Greek community,
our Greek alumni and the graduate
student staff in our office."
Konecny also encouraged Greek
organizations to tap into the
resoures offered by the four Greek
S« DIRECTOR, ftge 11
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New chapter starts
to colonize this fell
ByNildSams
Assistant Editor
"Live, Learn, Grow" is the motto
of Delta Sigma Phi, the University's
newest Interfratenal Council chapter.
The Delta Sigma Phi fraternity
was invited to join the Greek system as an initiative to increase the
number of Greeks at the Univesity.
Last spring a team of administrators and sorority and fraternity
members interviewed five prospective fraternities who wanted to
start chapters at the University.
Delta Sigma Phi was selected for
admittance this fall.
They will be followed by Sigma
Nu in the spring and Pi Kappa
Aipha, Theta Chi, and Alpha Tau
Omicron in future semesters.
Nathan Write, the director of
expansion for Delta Sigma Phi, has
been on campus recruiting men to
become founding fathers. Write
said he's not looking for "stereotypical" fraternity members.

Delta Zeta becomes chapter
The Univeristy colony of Delta Zeta
will be installed as a Panhellenic
chapter on Nov. 3, 2001. All members of the colony will be initiated
and recognized as founding members of the chapter.
The original University chapter of
Delta Zeta was dosed in 199H

because of low membership. With
the help of the national office, the
soronry was reorganized in the
spring of 2000 and began recruiting
new members. After three scmsters
of recruitment, Delta Zeta has
reached a total ot 85 members and is
eligible to be installed as a chapter.
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See CHAPTER, Page 12

OPEN

Bowling Green & BCSU
826 S. Main St.
(next to Big Lots)

1 Cenqrotulotions QammiesWl

"I am looking for founding
fathers who are energetic, focused
on education ... leaders ... gentlemen, and interested in starting
something new," he said.
"The colonization ... has been
very successful," Write said. "I
have had 30-plus guys contact me
who have shown interest."
On Oct. 7, Delta Sigma Phi conducted the first of several new
member ceremonies to welcome
the new founding fathers to the
fraternity.
Write will be staying through
November to help the founding
fathers recruit additional new
members. This semester, hell have
information tables near the
Education Building and information sessions in residence halls.
Once a group of members is
established, Delta Sigma Phi will
then go to the IFC to be recognized
as an official colony. Delta Sigma

353-7272
1 Large 1 Item Pizza
and an order of Cheesticks
and Z Liter of Coke

Mon.
11AM-1:30AM
Wed.
11AM-1:30AM
Th.-Sat. 11AM-3:00AM
Sun.
11AM-1:30AM
Free Delivery & Carry Out
We accept
Visa and Mastercard
■^~ ^B

W!^

1 Small 1 Item Pizza
and One Order of
Breadsticks

*8

99

Pizza available with thin or thick crust.
Expires in 30 days.

1 Large
Uteqi Pizza

uVS.->

Plot available with thick crust.
Expires in 30 days.

4 Large 1-item
Cheese pizzas
Pi

00

^^F"' (nolit
'~i limit)
Pizza available with thin or thick crust.
Expires in 30 days.

^2

Pizza available with thin or thick crust
Expires in 30 days.
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Greeks, Gavel look for ways to gain respect among students
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Overrated, preppy, snobby, loud, obnoxious.
During a recent roundtable The Gavel held between
Greeks and Independents, these
were some words used by the
Independents to define Greeks.
Although harsh, these are words
that obviously many
Independents are thinking when
they think of Greeks.
Through the roundtable, the
Greeks had a chance to explain a
lot of the questions that the
Independnt students had and
addressed many of the stereotypes. And by the end, the
Independents had a better under-

PR TEAM
DARCY EMMERT
MICHELE GAY
CAMILA SALAZAR

WEB DESIGN
ADVERTISING
MATT IVEY
SPECIAL THANKS
MICHAEL COOPER
MARY BETH
MURTHA

about. Communicate with us. Let
us know how we're doing. Work
for us. Write, design, copy edit.
And most of all, don't disrespect
us. We are all in this together and
we need to work together. If The
Gavel prints something you don't
agree with, let us know.
The Greek community is a
commited and caring community
and it is time we showed the rest
of the campus that. It is time to
dispel the stereotypes and work
with the other students to build a
better and stronger Greek community.
You can respond to The Gavel by
writing to gavek&istprocbjpu.edu

Foust urges Greeks to get involved

KARI SWINDON
MEREDITH THEIDE

MAURY MOUNTAIN

entire student body.
In our new mission statement,
we say The Gavel is a publication
for all students and we are doing
everything we can to get nonGreek students to pick up the
paper. In doing that, our hope is
that other students will get a
peek into Greek life and hopefully some of the stereotypes and
rumors will disappear.
But we need your help in this
effort. We need the help of the
Greek community to get the message accross to other students.
Give us story ideas that involve
Greek life but you think other
students might want to know

FOUSTSPEAKS

CELESTE PELZER

COLUMNIST
TY FOUST

standing of the Greek system.
But is changing the attitudes of
four students enough? How do
we go about trying to change the
attitudes of all students?
One outlet that we would like
to offer is The Gavel. As you can
see, we've been making changes
to The Gavel this semester. In the
past, The Gavel, like the Greeks,
did not receive a lot of respect. It
was basically a publication to say
"Go Greeks!" But we would like
to change the campus' view of
the paper. So we went through a
redesign. We increased our staff.
And we started thinking of story
ideas that would intrigue the

It has been said before, and it
will be uttered again: "College is
full of opportunities ... you just
have to find them.
Being fortunate enough to
attend an institution of higher
education, I can attest the preceding statement. The abundance of
possibilities that accompany a college education is so great that, as
students, we have had to develop a
defense against this barrage of
opportunities. The defense comes
in the form of the "What's in it for
me" attitudes students use to decipher whether opportunities should

be pursued or ignored.
The Greek community is not
immune to this self-interested mindset. My experience with this issue is
a vivid one, and something that, as a
leader in my chapter, I deal with
daily, particularly during discussions
about recruitment. For example,
when Greek chapters recruit potential new members we are, in essence,
giving the person a sales pitch as to
why he or she should join our organization.
These sales pitches usually
include factors like the importance
of academics, the brotherhood and
sisterhood to be experienced, the
community service events, and all
too often, the leadership positions
that will be attained. Leadership is
put on a pedestal during most
Greek sales pitches, but in truth, it
is attained by only the few who
seek it, and in actuality, most people avoid it. It is true, leadership is

not a prerogative coveted by everyone. For one reason or another,
whether it is academically related,
the realization that others are more
qualified or a fear of public speaking, many people rule out interest
in assertive leadership roles.
With this being true, it is impossible to expect that everyone will
exemplify the qualities of a great
leader as a result of "going Greek."
It is time for the Greek community
to consider, and stress, a different
benefit in our sales pitch, as well as
in our individual chapters. This
fresh facet of recruitment that I
allude to is campus involvement.
Whether it be as a member of the
Undergraduate
Student
Government, a sports club, scholarly discussion group, or a student
publication, campus involvement
is necessary.
The outward expansion of one's
personal talents is a phase of

growth much needed by any member of the undergraduate Greek
body.
While most chapters acknowledge it, and for the most part,
encourage it, the number of
University Greeks involved in nonGreek organizations has definite
room for improvement. While
many Greeks are involved in other
activities and organizations, far too
many are content not to be. In an
era where apathy is a common
accusation toward college students, sadly, Greeks are held in an
even darker regard. I am sure that
most of you can relate to my experience: My chapter was founded
on the embodiment of goodwill
toward others and productivity on
campus and in the community.
Why then, are so many Greek men
and women complacent in their
habits of campus involvement?

Greek Sports
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Smith excels on, off the greens
By Nick Hum.
Photo Editor

Photo Provided

Bowling Green senior Shannon Smith started her golf career with the men's
varsity golf team in high school. Smith, a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma,
plays one of the leading roles for the Falcon women's golf team.

The Waynesville high school
golf team was looking for a good
man to make their squad as
strong as possible — they never
found one. Instead they found a
good woman.
A 5-foot-5-inch competitor who
could rarely be seen without a
smile on her face. Shannon Smith
might not sound intimidating,
but by the end of 18 holes many
guys were watching out for her
smooth stroke. Her teammate
Jason Beam remembers.
"No one cared that she was a
girl, we were all happy because
she was good," Beam said. "I
think opponents thought they
were going to put it to her when
they played. After playing a couple rounds with her, they knew
what was up."
The scary part was that Smith
picked golf up as a hobby. Before
high school, she wasn't reaily that
interested in the sport. It was in
her blood though. Her grandparents as well as her dad are all avid
golfers.
By the time Smith graduated
high school, she earned enough
accolades to be well respected
around the state. She finished
ninth overall in the state tournament after wining the sectional
meet and finishing second in the
district competition. She also
earned titles as first team AllCincinnati honors and second
team all-state.
"It meant a lot to get those

honors, because 1 worked my butt
off to get there," Smith said. "I
really wanted to play in college
too so working hard helped get
me there."
After high school, Smith did
something a little different than
what she was used to—she joined
a women's golf team. The sport
that Smith wasn't interested in
until high school would now continue through college at the
University.
"It was far enough away from
home for me and I really liked the
schedule for golf
that BG plays,"
Smith said. "We
go to Florida for
spring break and
play other teams
that have a little
more money in
their program
like Penn State."
Smith
Smith
said
other
reasons
she chose the Univeristy was
because she liked coach Kurt
Thomas and she was already
familiar with Shannon Sharp, one
of the Falcon players she knew
from back home.
It was during her freshman year
that Sharp and teammate Missy
Hinds helped convince Smith to
not only join them as teammates,
but also as sorority sisters. While
Smith was getting ready to compete in her first season of collegiate golf, she was also pledging
Kappa Kappa Gamma.
"Both Shannon and Missy were
in Kappa and I really liked it,"

Smith said. "It's nice to be around
girls that don't care if 1 shoot a 90
or a 70. It's great because they just
come out to our tournaments and
cheer for us."
While Smith was pledging
Kappa she also got a strong 13place finish at the Mid-American
Conference Championship, while
shoting a season low 77. All this
while maintaining a 3.S3 gradepoint average. These are all tasks
that keep Smith busy, but she
doesn't mind.
"I'm not one of those people
that can just sit around and do
nothing," Smith said. "I like being
busy. This year I have a little more
time because I'm only taking 12
credit hours, but I don't sleep in. I
still have 8 a.m. classes."
Now in her senior year, Smith
still tries to stay as active as possible in golf and in Greek life. Last
season she was named to the
MAC Academic Honor Roll.
"I lived in the house last year
and now I still try to get over
there as much as I can," Smith
said. "The girls are fun to be
around. I stay as involved as possible."
On a side note, Smith is not the
only University golfer in a sorority. Teammates Stephanie Elzie
and Carrie Evans are also in
sorority members. Elzie is an
Alpha Phi and Evans joined
Alpha Chi Omega.
''We are all still very connected," Smith said. "We all
chose different sororities for
different reasons, but we are
all very good friends."

Greek alumni flock back for Homecoming
ByndGiccflbcig

PuhfcRtfarkreDiecrr
On Oct. 5-7 Homecoming
weekend was in full force, as
hundreds of Greek alumni came
back to visit.
Arriving by car, bus and plane,
the alumni rolled into Bowling
Green to cheer on the football
team, attend dinners and catch
up on old times. For many
Greek students it was a great

opportunity to see old friends.
"We all went to the football
game, and before that, the alumni and our girls all ate at the
house," Delta Zeta Homecoming
chair, Shelley Santin said.
Homecoming
also
gives
Greeks the opportunity to be
involved in campus events.
'We encouraged our girls to
participate in as many campus
activities as they could," said
Santin. "We painted our win-

dows and decorated the house.
A lot of girls went to the football
game and the ice cream social."
"We had a really good turn out
... better than last year's," said
junior, Ryan " Tolone, the
Homecoming chair for Kappa
Sigma. "A good amount of guys
also went to our Homecoming
dinner at Kaufman's, and the
game as well."
Homecoming Is also a time for
traditions. One such tradition is

the
selection
of
the
Homecoming court. This year,
six
members
of
the
Homecoming Court were members of Greek organizations.
They include Casey Stevens, a
member of Alpha Phi; Jessica
Wagner from Gamma Phi Beta;
Jon Labbe, a member of Kappa
Alpha; Harold Howell of Sigma
Phi Epsilon; and Scott Patterson
of Delta Chi. Homecoming
Queen, Lena Quintero, is a

member of Sigma Lambda
Gamma.
Homecoming also creates an
opportunity to keep in touch
with alumni brothers and sisters.
"We got to see the alumni that
we haven't seen for awhile, and
it really was a positive experience for the younger guys in the
house to meet the people who
were here before them," said
Tolone.

Greek Stereotypes
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INDEPENDENTS
NAME
Andrea Garber
YEAR
Sophomore
MAJOR
Early Education
ACTIVITIES
None

NAME
Aubrey Dunn
YEAR
Freshman
MAJOR
Early Education
ACTIVITIES
None

NAME
Mike Bush
YEAR
Freshman
MAJOR
Computer Art
ACTIVITIES
None

FORMER GREEK
NAME
Jennifer Knotts
YEAR
Graduate
MAJOR
SocalWork
ACTIVITIES
Former Greek
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OVERCOMING STEREOTYPES

The first step to overcoming is understanding. Sitting down and discussing differences can achieve this.
The, Gavel explains
the roundtable
Both sides entered the room. They
both grabbed some pizza and
some pop. They both took their
sits in the ring of chairs in the
middle of the room. And with out
being told, they both segregated themselves
from the other side; Greeks on one side of the
circle and Independents on the other.
Enter tension.
The tension came from not knowing
whether this was going to be a informative
discussion or a heated debate. No one really
knew what was going to be discussed. No one
knew how it was going to be brought out.
The moderator starts. He reads off a list of
words that the Independents had come up
with to classify Greeks.
"Preppy, annoying, buying ones friends,
loud, fake."
Tension mounts.
Looks of disgust appear on the Greeks'
faces. They are not pleased. The moderator
finishes the list.
Silence.
Dana Orlando breaks it, immediately
defending the Greek system. The others
chime in. Florinda Hernandez talks about the
sisterhood of Sigma Lamda Gamma. Jon
Moore compares his Greek experience to a
fish bowl.
"It's is like a giant fishbowl," Moore said.
"When you're on the outside, you are looking in saying 'Why are you in there?' When
you're on the inside, you're looking out saying 'Why aren't you in here?'"
For the next half hour, the Greeks talk and
the Independents listen.
The tension is slowly disappearing.
The group decides the split circle is a bad
idea and everyone gets up and moves to
intergrate the group. Independents start asking questions. What everyone thought was
going to be a heated debate turns into an
intelligent conversation between eight students, instead of four Greeks and four
Independents.
By the end, the Greeks are satisfied and the
Independents walk away feeling they learned
something.
"I didn't know much about Greeks before
today," Aubrey Dunn said. "But I feel liked I
learned a lot abput Greeks after the meeting."
That was the general feeling among the
Independents. Although some still had
doubts, they were more toward individuals
than the Greek system as a whole.
The general feeling of the Greeks was satisfaction, but a need to do more.
"I feel like we accomplished something,"
said Mark Verkhlin "It's great that we influenced these four people but it would be so
much better if we could get bigger roundtables together to explain this to a bigger
group."

Nick Huim/7S< Cavil
DISCUSSING STEREOTYPES: Dana Orlando tries to explain her experiences in Greek life to Aubrey I>inn. The fc^ Greeks did trmr rjest to explain Greek life to the
Independents at the roundtable on Sept. 18,2001.
'

Bottomiine, most non-Greek students don't
have a lot of respect for the Greek system. No
matter what Greeks do, all students see are the
stereotypes they've gotten from movies,
music, jaded Greeks, family, etc. Explaining it
to 85 percent of the campus is not an easy task.
So how do we explain it to them?
A little bit at a time. This was The Gavel's
answer to the problem. We'd start with four
students. We'd find out their stereotypes
towards Greeks and what questions they have.
Then we'd sit them down with four Greeks
and let them answer all of the students' questions.
And that worked out well. The four students
walked away with a better idea of what Greek
life was. So there are four students who now
understand. But how do we get more to listen?
Solution two. Publish what went on at the
roundtable. First, tell students how it went. If
they see that understanding came out of the
meeting, they would be more likely to sit and
listen. Second, include some of the questions
and answers that were discussed. This is an
easy way to include questions that we figured
most students have and include some candid
answers from random Greeks.
Basically, the point is understanding. We are
trying to get students on campus to read The
Gavel and understand what Greek life is about.
We are trying to dispel the stereotypes and
work with the Greeks and the Independent
students to gain an understanding between
the two.
If you have any ideas of ways The Gavel
could do this, please let us know. Let us be the
Greek voice to the students. E-mail us at
gavel@Hstproc.bgsu.edu.

EXPLAINING STEREOTYPES: Answers to questions asked during the roundtable
Q

Q. What's the point of joining a fraternity
or sorority?
A . "It's is like a giant fishbowl. When you're
Aon the outside, you are looking in saying
'Why are you in there?' When you're on the
inside, you're looking out saying 'Why aren't you
in here?'"—Jon Moore
Dana Orlando said that going through the
process introduces you to friends you wouldn't
have met otherwise.
"You connect with that one person and it makes
it all worthwhile," she said.

A/~\. Do the fraternities and sororities coml_£pete?
. The majority opinion here was that Greeks
do compete, but it's a healthy competition.
Intramurals, recruiting and Beta are all healthy
forms of competition. They need the competition
to keep them on their toes. Outside Greek events
though, there Is little competition between Greeks.
But some organizations take it to an extreme.
"I don't like the competition to get ugly," Mark
Verkhlin said. "I don't like it when I hear about
one fraternity bad mouthing another during
recruitment."

. Do fraternities and sororities haze?

A. Most fraternities and sororities are very
against hazing but there are the few that
do haze, even though it is against University
regulations.
Q. Why do people have to pay so much to
be in fraternities or sororities?
. A lot of the cost goes to paying for the
upkeep of the house, activities that the
organization does, programs that they put on
and collectibles like T-shirts. Contrary to the
stereotype, you're not paying for your friends,

you're paying for the upkeep of that community.
Q. Can a white person join a minority fraternity or sorority?
. Yes, minority fraternities and sororities are
for everyone. They were initially founded
by minorities but have expanded since then.
"If a white person were to go through rush,
even though it Is off the beaten path, they
would probably let you join," Verkhlin said.
"Our chapter was started by Latinos," Florinda
Hernandez said. "But now we have every culture in our sorority. We accept everyone and
they could all be sisters if they wanted."
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Hispanic chapters stay
busy during October
By Melissa McCrady
Gavel Reporter

Members of the Sigma Lambda
Gamma sorority and the Latino
Student Union have been busy
throughout October, Hispanic
Heritage Month.
LSU members, which consist of
many Sigma Lambda Gt'mma
affiliates, hosted a kick-off luncheon on Oct. 2 to get the Bowling
Green community excited to learn
about Hispanic heritage. Latino
food was served at the 11 a.m. luncheon in room 101A of Olscamp
Hall.
"It's very important to get the
community involved being that
Hispanics only make up 2.4 percent of undergraduates at BGSU,"
Iris Resendez, president of the LSU,
said.
Toledo Councilman Louis
Escobar discussed the importance
of maintaining the Latino culture
and leadership at the luncheon.
"I'm very excited about the
number of Latino's in college, but

now I want to encourage more
support and more community
involvement," Escobar said.
Bowling Green Mayor John
Quinn acknowledged October as
Hispanic Heritage Month in the
city of Bowling Green.
The critically acclaimed AfroRican Ensemble of Columbus,
Ohio, provided musical entertainment.
The luncheon was open to the
community for a price of $8 per
person.
"The food and atmosphere was
great. I'm glad 1 attended because I
had the best time," Emily Baffi,
junior secondary education major,
said.
The kick-off luncheon was the
first of many other cultural events
that will be held throughout the
month.
"We have already have several
events, everything from dance
lessons to a movie night," Alexis
See HISPANIC, Page 11
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ROOM WITH A VIEW: The Union construction site borders the homes of many sorority women.

Union construction
Haunted house disrupts Greek living
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real for sorority
By Melissa Kimbler
Editor-in-Chief

The University is the home of at
least two spirits.
One of the most famous ghosts is
Amanda who lives in the Chi Omega
sorority house
Amanda's story is featured in
"Haunted Ohio," a book by former
University student Chris Wtoodyard.
According to "Haunted Ohio,"
Amanda went through the recruitment process and intended to
become a Chi Omega. Shewas killed
by a train on the night she was asked
to join. Amanda wanted so badly to
become a Chi Omega that her spirit
returned to the sorority house
Amanda shares a room on the second floor of the house She also has
a spot on the sorority's composite
photo, where each member is pictured individually. In 1986,
Amanda's place on the photo was left
out. That composite regularly falls off

.'..-.

the wall, according to Chi Omega
members.
Amanda has also been rumored to
make shelves fall, rattle cups in the
kitchen and cause phones to ring
while off the hook.
Another ghost dwells in the Eva
Marie Saint theater
In "Haunted Ohio," Wbodyard
retells the tale of Alice, an actress who
was playing Desdemona In
"Othello". During the performance
she was killed by a falling object.
Now, the stage manager must
inivtte Alice to every performance in
order for things to go welL If not
invited, Alice may become upset and
sabotage the performance.
In "Haunted Ohio," students
recall a performance of "OtheUo"
in 1986. During the play, an actor
waiting In the wings noticed a
woman dressed as Desdemona.
The actress playing Desdemona,
however, was on stage.

•

.

• »

■

■

By Michele Gay
Gavel Reporter

Residents of sorority houses near
the Union construction site say
they are still enduring the noise
and disturbances that started last
fall.
"The Union construction put a
damper on my year residing at my
sorority house. We had to cater our
lifestyles around the construction.
People were forced to leave the
house in order to keep a peace of
mind and study," said senior
Stephanie Genone, a member of
Alpha Chi Omega.
Last year, complaints came from
the sorority houses along the edge
of the construction project.
Residents said they had a hard
time doing daily things such as
studying and sleeping because of
the noise.
"Every morning It would never
fall — at 7 a.m., the loud jackhammer would be booming outside just

feet from our window," Gerrone reimbursements were denied by the
Office of Residence Life. Linda
said.
Students also said that the con- Newman, interim director of
struction was a major inconve- Residence Life, did not respond to
The Gavel's telenience. Ann Marie
phone calls to
Martin, a junior
comment on the
LIV1NG
Phi Mu member,
issue.
said, "Our house
THROUGH
The construcwas filthy, the winCONSTRUCTION
tion is scheduled
dows were always
to end by the
covered in dirt and
HOUSES THAT
beginning of the
the noise was terriSURROUND THE
spring semester.
ble."
UNION:
The noise may
Some sorority sisAlpha Omicron Pi
not end when
ters chose not to
PbiMu
construction
live in the houses
Chi Omega
does, however.
this year, leaving
Alpha Chi Omega
Loading docks
empty
rooms.
have been built
Each organization I
behind
the
is fined $1,851 fine
per vacanct room. One sorority sorority houses and are scheduled
made an attempt to be reimbursed to deliver goods there each day.
Despite the inconvenience,
for an unfilled room by writing a
letter stating that members chose Martin said the new union will
not to live there because of the provide a sense of togetherness
unfit living conditions. Requests for that the University lacks.
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Ohler improves fraternal recruitment
ByMefiMaMcCndy
Gavel Reporter
Khi) Alphas... information sessions
... formal...
University fraternity members
added a few words to their Greek
vocabulary this fall as a result of
changes made to the Interfratemal
recruitment process. Jordan Ohler,
IFC recruitment chair, is the man
behind all the amendments.
"We discussed formal recruitment
last semester because that is how
most colleges do It. We are just following a trend as a way to be successful," Ohler said.
Ohler and other Greek members
began planning last semester. He
often met with fellow IFC members
and the Greek advisor in order to
have the recruitment process run
smoothly. Laura Cripple, Lambda
Chi Alpha house director, said
"Jordan is a charismatic leader and
has put forth so much effort to try to
improve the recruitment for each
chapter on this campus."
"He's a very hard worker, in fact
he's the best chair I've seen since I've
been here," Richard Hayn, IFC presi-

Nominatean
Outstanding
Greek
Let 77* Gavel know if you
have an outstanding Greek
brother or sister so we can recognize their efforts in our
upcoming editions.
To nominate an Outstanding
Member, write a brief explanation explaining their contributions to the University and the
Greek community. Nominees
should be in good academic
standing with their chapter.
Also include your name and
contact information so we can
contact you for additional information. Send your
nomination ti>

gaveKo1istproc.bgsu.edu
or
Melissa Kimbler
202 West Hall

dent, said.
Ohler wanted to do what the
recruitment process should dorecruit "In the past we would sit back
and wait for potential new members
to find us. Now, we go find them and
show them what we're about," Ohler
said.
This year's formal IFC recruitment
was similar to the Panhellenic
process. Potential new members
toured all IS fraternity houses and
socialized with the fraternity affiliates
over a period of three days. Rho
Alphas, recruitment assistants whose
chapter affiliations remained secret,
guided the potential new members to
each house.
"Recruitment numbers weren't as
we hoped, but this is the right place
to start and ifU only get better," Ohler
said.
Despite low numbers, several chapter members were pleased with the
new recruitment. Larry Hosty, a
member of Sigma Phi Epsilon said, "1
liked the new process because it gave
us a chance to see all potential new
members compared to only a few."
Fellow IFC officers and Ohler have
scheduled a meeting In October to

discuss the pros and cons of this fall's
recruitment Ohler wants to begin
planning and making improvements
for next fall in order to advance the
recruitment process further.
"I realty enjoy recruiting because
it's a challenge. 1 also enjoy watching
new freshmen come into the Greek
system to find out the world of
opportunities that await them,"
Ohler said.
Ohler, who is a 20-year-old history
major and political science minor,
has also been very busy with recruitment for the University Activities
Organization. He is currently vice
president of UAO, and works diligently on the recruitment committee
as well as other UAO sponsored projects. Jessie Hachen, member of
UAOs board of directors said "We all
work as a team, we're always there for
each other, but Jordan ... he's very
much there for us."
Ohler joined Kappa Alpha Order
his freshman year in the fall of 1999.
He was actually anti-Greek when he
first came to the University. At the last
minute he and a friend who lived in
his residence hall decided to check
outGreeklife. Now he is glad he did.

Photo Provided
OUTSTANDING JNVOLEVEMENT: Jordan Ohler performed at
Campus Fest 2000. Ohler is the IFC recruitment chair and the vice president of UAO.

"As I walked into the Kappa Alpha
house I felt at home. I felt like 1 was
one of them from the start," Ohler
said.
From that moment Ohler
became very involved. He's held
the chapter recruitment chair and
social chair positions, he danced
for Kappa Alpha at Dance

Marathon in the spring of 2000
and attended Emerging Leaders
that same semester.
"He is what a fraternity man
should be. He's friendly, intelligent,
extremely flexible, and always looks
for the good in a person," Kay
Robinson, Kappa Alpha house director said.
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Hispanic chapters stay
busy during October
By Melissa McCrady
Gavel Reporter

Members of the Sigma Lambda
Gamma sorority and the Latino
Student Union have been busy
throughout October, Hispanic
Heritage Month.
LSU members, which consist of
many Sigma Lambda Gamma
affiliates, hosted a kick-off luncheon on Oct. 2 to get the Bowling
Green community excited to learn
about Hispanic heritage. Latino
food was served at the 11 a.m. luncheon in room 101A of Olscamp
Hall.
"Ifs very important to get the
community involved being that
Hispanics only make up 2.4 percent of undergraduates at BGSU,"
Iris Resendez, president of the LSU,
said.
Toledo Councilman Louis
Escobar discussed the importance
of maintaining the Latino culture
and leadership at the luncheon.
"I'm very excited about the
number of Latino's in college, but

now I want to encourage more
support and more community
involvement," Escobar said.
Bowling Green Mayor John
Quinn acknowledged October as
Hispanic Heritage Month in the
city of Bowling Green.
The critically acclaimed AfroRican Ensemble of Columbus,
Ohio, provided musical entertainment.
The luncheon was open to the
community for a price of $8 per
person.
"The food and atmosphere was
great. I'm glad 1 attended because I
had the best time," Emily Baffi,
junior secondary education major,
said.
The kick-off luncheon was the
first of many other cultural events
that will be held throughout the
month.
"We have already have several
events, everything from dance
lessons to a movie night," Alexis
See HISPANIC, Page 11
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Rlxi Alphas... information sessions
... formal...
University fraternity members
added a few words to their Greek
vocabulary this fall as a result of
changes made to the Interfratemal
recruitment process. Jordan Ohler,
IFC recruitment chair, is the man
behind all the amendments.
"We discussed formal recruitment
last semester because that is how
most colleges do it We are just following a trend as a way to be successful," Ohler said.
Ohler and other Greek members
began planning last semester. He
often met with fellow IFC members
and the Greek advisor in order to
have the recruitment process run
smoothly. Laura Cripple, Lambda
Chi Alpha house director, said
"Jordan is a charismatic leader and
has put forth so much effort to try to
improve the recruitment for each
chapter on this campus."
"He's a very hard worker, In fact
he's the best chair I've seen since I've
been here," Richard Hayn, IFC presi-
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dent, said.
Ohler wanted to do what the
recruitment process should dorecruit "In the past we would sit back
and wait for potential new members
to find us. Now, we go find them and
show them what we're about," Ohler
said.
This year's formal IFC recruitment
was similar to the Panhellenic
process. Potential new members
toured all IS fraternity houses and
socialized with the fraternity affiliates
over a period of three days. Rho
Alphas, recruitment assistants whose
chapter affiliations remained secret,
guided the potential new members to
each house.
"Recruitment numbers weren't as
we hoped, but this is the right place
to start and ifll only get better," Ohler
said.
Despite low numbers, several chapter members were pleased with the
new recruitment. Larry Hosty, a
member of Sigma Phi EpsUon said, "I
liked the new process because it gave
us a chance to see all potential new
members compared to only a few."
Fellow IFC officers and Ohler have
scheduled a meeting in October to

discuss the pros and cons of this fall's
recruitment Ohler wants to begin
planning and making improvements
for next fall in order to advance the
recruitment process further.
"I really enjoy recruiting because
if s a challenge. I also en joy watching
new freshmen come into the Greek
system to find out the world of
opportunities that await them,"
Ohler said.
Ohler, who is a 20-year-old history
major and political science minor,
has also been very busy with recruitment for the University Activities
Organization. He is currently vice
president of UAO, and works diligently on the recruitment committee
as well as other UAO sponsored projects. Jessie Hachen, member of
UAOs board of directors said "We all
work as a team, we're always there for
each other, but Jordan ... he's very
much there for us."
Ohler joined Kappa Alpha Order
his freshman year in the fall of 1999.
He was actually anti-Greek when he
first came to the University. At the last
minute he and a friend who lived in
his residence hall decided to check
outGreeklife. Now he is glad he did.
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Campus Fest 2000. Ohler is the IFC recruitment chair and the vice president of UAO.

"As I walked into the Kappa Alpha
house 1 felt at home. I felt like I was
one of them from the start," Ohler
said.
From that moment Ohler
became very involved. He's held
the chapter recruitment chair and
social chair positions, he danced
for Kappa Alpha at Dance

Marathon in the spring of 2000
and attended Emerging Leaders
that same semester.
"He is what a fraternity man
should be. He's friendly, intelligent,
extremely flexible, and always looks
for the good in a person," Kay
Robinson, Kappa Alpha house director said.
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RACING FOR KIDS: A potato ock race hosted by Kappa Delta on
Sept. 29 raised $300 for The Children* Hospital in Richmond, VA.
AuOitated Pnii Photo

HELPING HANDS: Greeks are assisting Sept. 11 relief efforts through donations of clothing and funds.

University helps
with relief efforts
By Arid Castro
Gavel Reporter

Millions of Americans helped
victims of the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks by donating goods,
blood and money.
The initail recovery efforts
have shifted to a reconstruction
effort, and the need for
fundraising has become very
important. Univeristy Greeks
are doing their share to help
with the relief efforts.
For example, members of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
collected funds for several days
after the attacks.
"We wanted to show America
that BGSU cares," a member of
Delta Sigma Theta said.
Catching students at the
Education Building on their
way to and from class, the sis-

ters managed to raise nearly
$400. They also collected clothing that was dontated to the
American Red Cross.
The Sigma Chi fraternity
donated to the Americna Red
Cross as well.
The proceeds from their
annual Derby Days philanthropy were given to help the
relief efforts in New York City.
In addition to the event, Sigma
Chi also sold T-shirts that picture the Red Cross logo.
The fraternity's donation
totaled over $7,000.
This year's Derby Days is our
chance to show not only the
Greek Community, but the
entire campus what a group of
committed young men can do
in order to aid the relief efforts
of our fellow Americans," Sigma
Chi president John Hanley said.

"We are hoping that other organizations beyond the Greek
community are also concentrating their efforts to help those
affected by the attacks of Sept.
11."
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Inc. and Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity, Inc. are still accepting clothing and monetary
donations. Sigma Chi is still
raising money through T-shirt
sales. The shirts are $15 and are
bursarable.
Several other Greek chapters,
including Alpha Sigma Phi,
Lambda Chi Alpha and Kappa
Alpha raised funds throughout
September. Their efforts, along
with those nationwide, will
help to restore New York City
and Washington D.C. and aid
the medical recovery of survivors.
r » - ^

Philanthropy Briefs
Complied by Natafie Keys and
Melissa Kimblu

By hosting Derby Days on
Saturday, Sept 29 the Sigma Chi
fraternity raised $7,000 fat the
American Red 0055" relief efforts
The chapter is continuing to raise
money by selling T-shirts. The
shirts are $15 and are bursarable.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
raised $400 to donate to victims of
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. The
chapter also collected clothing
items that were donated to the
American Red Cross, and are still
accepting donations.
The Bite Epsllon chapter of the
Phi Beta Sigma fraternity held
Project Sleep Oct. 1—4. The men
occupied the Education Building
steps dairy from 10 a.m. until 4
p.m. in order to raise money for
The Family House, a homeless
shelter In Toledo.
Kappa Delta held a potato sack
race on Saturday, Sept. 29 in front
of McDonald residence hall. The
sisters raised $300 to benefit The
Children's Hospital in Richmond,

VA. Alpha Phi won the event
Alpha Sigma Phi held a mud
voleyball philanthropy behind
the Perry Fieldhouse on
Saturday, Sept. 22. The tournament generated 40 teams and
$840 for K9 Companions for
Independence. The following
weekend, brothers of Alpha
Sigma Phi painted homes for two
families in Bowling Green and
assisted another elderly home
owner with her yardwork.
Many chapters are participating
in Cedar Point's haunted house
event called Halloweekend to raise
money rot Dance Marathon 2002.
Chapters are working as part of the
"Scream Team" where Cedar Point
employees fit students for costumes, put race make-up on them
and let them loose in the park.
Participants earn $3,266 for their
house toward Dance Marathon,
and an additional $500 for following all park guidelines. Delta Sigma
Theta, Alpha Chi Omega, Delta
Tau Delta, Pi Beta Phi, Sigma Phi
Epsllon. Kappa Kappa Gamma and
Sigma Kappa are chapters who are
participating this year.
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Silver Wings program
soars at University
By Camila Salazar
Gavd Reporter

Katie Ryan wanted to spread her
wings. As a former member of Air
Force Reserve Officers Training Corps
and its Arnold Air Society, she was
intent on creating a community service program at the University. She
founded the local chapter of Silver
Wings last year
Silver Wings is a national, coed,
professional organization dedicated
to creating effective civic leaders
through community service and
education about national defense.
"I decided that I was still really
interested in giving back to the community and supporting Air Force
ROTC," she said.
Ryan, a member of Delta Zeta,
had to undertake the duties associated with establishing a new organization. She made trips to the
Office of Campus Involvement,
rounded up sponsor students and
secured a faculty advisor, Air Force
Capt. Bob Scholl.
She also had to select officers, write
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DeAnda, president of Sigma Lambda
Gamma, said.
These events include a Latino
night at The Aztec, a sweet bread
tasting held on Oct. 9, two Hispanic
Heritage Month dinners and a night
of dance lessons.
Hispanic Heritage Month will end
Oct. 27 with the fifth annual
Latinopalooza, the largest event of
the month. "It's huge. Last year over
1,000 people attended," DeAnda
said.
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a constitution and formulate chapter
by-laws. The Arnold Air Society is
sharing their funds with Silver Wings
until the program raises enough
money to operate on its own.
Every Silver Wings chapter
focuses on three essential goals:
personal development, professional development and civic awareness. Each goal is achieved
through direct involvement with
the community. The University
Silver Wings chapter recently volunteered their time gardening for
the Northwest Ohio Hospice
Center in Perrysburg.
According to Jennifer Manuel,
Delta Zeta president, Silver Wings
works on a Joint National Project
each year This year's JNP focus is on
cancer, she said, which makes efforts
at the Hospice Center especially
appropriate.
Upcoming community service
pro(ects include painting pumpkins
with hospitalized children at St.
Vincent Mercy Medical Center in
Toledo and participating in the
American Heart Association Heart
Walk, Dance Marathon, Special

Olympics and the Army Angel Tree.
Silver Wings members also prepare
"Good Luck Breakfasts" for Air Force
officers who take a monthly test to
determine their future status.
When Ryan introduced Silver
Wings a year ago she realized the
amount of future growth and potential the organization has.
"We have already received letters
of thanks from several organizations that have expressed their
appreciation for our help," she said.
"1 see Silver Wings growing in
membership and continuing to live
out the Silver Wings motto:
'Knowledge, Wisdom, and the
Courage to Serve.'"
"Silver Wings will continue to give
back to the community while carrying out its national objectives."
'Silver Wings meetings cue heldevery
JUesday in Memorial Hall, an the second
floor of Anderson Attna. S4embership is
open to anyone. If interested, please contact Katie Ryan at 372-1646 or email
karl7(X"1wtrnail£om.

Latinopalooza 2001 will feature
traditional Mexican and Puerto
Rican folkloric dances while
Orchestra NauOri, Lahamilia and
M.iri.n hi will provide live musical
entertainment. Art, T-shirt, and CD
vendors will be present, as well as
activities for children, such as a kids
comer that includes arts and crafts
and piftatas.
"I went last year and cannot'wait
for this one. Anyone who does not
attend is missing out," said Uz
Hams, a sophomore creative writing
major.
All money raised at Latinopalooza
will be donated to charity and
announced at the end of the night.
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Councils.
"I would like to see more collaboration between the Greek
Councils. I aspire to open the lines
of communication between these
bodies so that ideas and thoughts
can be shared and that all of the
constituent groups of the Greek
community are heard and we can
move together and improve as a
whole."
Programming and services
offered at the University and
nationally are a benefit to Greek
life, according to Konecny, and
something members should take
part in.
"The campus offers a number of
opportunities through programs
such as Greek Odyssey and
Emerging Leaders that we, as a
Greek community, need to continuously improve and take advantage
of," he said.
Since becoming interim associate
director in September, Konecny has
held meetings with the chapter
presidents in order to better the
understand their areas of concern.
He has also worked closely with the

leadership of each of the Greek
Councils. Konecny stressed the
fact that the Greek Affairs office is
interested in the opinions of all students.
"We are here for you," he said. "1
hold open office hours every week
for students with questions or concerns to come and share their input
and ideas with me."
In addition to Konecny's open
door policy, he is also tyring to
become more visible to the Greek
community. He has attended alumni and chapter activities, including
ritual ceremonies.
"1 enjoy interacting with- the
Greek community and will make
every effort to attend these kind of
activities when invited and to be a
visible and active part of Greek life
on campus," Konecny said.
Konecny is excited about the
opportunity that exists for the
University's Greek community.
"The number of resources that exist
for chapters, the support of our
University's administration and the
talent and dedication of those individuals serving in the Office of
Greek Affairs, make Bowling Green
State University a great place for
individuals to learn, develop and
grow within our Greek community."

Welcome Back!
Join The Newlove Family!
• Undergraduate Housing!
• Graduate b Professional Housing!
'No Parental Guarentee Needed!
'Professional Management Team!
'Pets Permitted in Some Rentals!
Stop by our office in Novemer for a copy of our 2002-2003
Housing Guide and we willl go through the brochure with you to
find you the ideal home!
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NEWLOVE RENTALS

332 S. MAIN ST. (our only office)
352-5620
www.newloverealty/nrentals.com email:newlol@dacor.net
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the chapters didn't know which
women were going to join their
organization.
Tara Tierney, vice president of
membership development for
Panhell, was pleased with the
changes. "In years past, we didn't
give the women much recognition
besides within the chapter. This
[method) focuses more on Greek
unity," Tierney said.
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Phi will be the 16th IFC fraternity-

"IFC is looking forward to working with a new chapter and increasing the diversity of chapters here
on campus," said IFC president
Richard Hayn.
According to Write, Delta Sigma
Phi is eager to gain enough mem-
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Greek unity was also reinforced
by the recruitment counselors. The
Rho Chis and executive members
of Panhell learned the songs of
each individual chapter.
As a part of the Bid Day tradition,
the Greek affiliation of the Rho
Chis was also revealed.
"Being a Rho Chi definitely
showed me that all of the women
from different chapters are able to
unify themselves and show the
incoming women how proud we
are to be Greek," Rho Chi Elizabeth
Mulhall said.

bers to be able to participate in
Greek activities amund campus.
They plan to do community service projects this semester, participate in philanthropies, and
become involved in the Greek
community as a committed group
"to contribute positively to our
campus and community," Write
said.
• If you are interested in Delhi
Sigma Phi, you can contact Nathan
Write at wntetfkkltasig.org.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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(In the Student Services Building)
Conveniently located on campus!

Large Selection of BGSU Clothing
Used and New Textbooks
■
■
■
•
•
•
•

SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
CHILDRENS BOOKS
BEST SELLERS
STUDY AIDS
PAPERBACKS
MAGAZINES
CALCULATORS

■ BGSU CLOTHING
• ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
■ FILM & DEVELOPING
• GREETING CARDS
• BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
• HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
•GIFTS

Be sure to visit the Falcon Locker Room tents at the BGSU Home Football
Games. Your source for the official Falcon Sideline Wear.
PHONE: 372-2851
Book Information and Software: 372-7782 and 372-7783
Art Supplies: 372-7784
•mall: bookitorebgnet.bgsu.edu

Store Hours:

MM Si 0j BSccharge

8:00 - 6:00 Mon.-Thurs.
8:00 - 5:00 Frl.
9:00 - 5:00 Sat.

